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Abstract
Vehicular communications networks are envisioned to be supported by a set of dis-
similar wireless access networks and different administrative domains. The heterogeneous
infrastructure will serve as the platform for the deployment of safety and infotainment ap-
plications, which will help on achieving a safer, efficient, and enjoyable transportation
system. Lately, the support of infotainment services —and consequently, of IP-based
applications— has drawn substantial attention. Traditional Internet-based applications
and driver assistance services, as well as innovative peer-to-peer applications that enable
the instant sharing of information between neighboring vehicles, are some of the services
that will make traveling a more convenient and pleasant experience. In addition, it is
expected that innovative services will incentive a faster adoption of the equipment and the
supporting infrastructure required for vehicular communications.
On the other hand, the combination of infrastructure-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-vehicle
communications, namely the multi-hop Vehicular Communications Network (VCN) , ap-
pears as a promising solution for the ubiquitous access to IP services in vehicular environ-
ments. For example, by employing multi-hop communications, the network coverage of the
slowly growing infrastructure can be extended. In addition, longer bidirectional connec-
tions between road side access routers and vehicles can be established through multi-hop
paths. The bidirectionality of links is a strong requirement of most IP applications, and it
is difficult to be achieved when asymmetric links appear in the vehicular wireless network.
Although multi-hop communications have been often proposed for disseminating safety
and delay-sensitive information, the deployment of seamless infotainment traffic faces
unique challenges due to the characteristics of the highly-mobile and multi-hop VCN. Not
only the standards for communications in vehicular environments suffer from limitations
for the deployment of IP traffic, but also the IP mobility support in VCN has traditionally
focused on vehicles using one-hop connections to the infrastructure. Additional complexity
is added when urban vehicular scenarios are considered, in which commuters and pedestri-
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ans actively access infotainment applications that should be freely transferrable along the
heterogeneous VCN.
In this thesis, we address the challenges of multi-hop VCN, and investigate the seamless
provision of IP services over such network. Three different schemes are proposed and ana-
lyzed. First, we study the limitations of current standards for the provision of IP services,
such as 802.11p/WAVE, and propose a framework that enables multi-hop communications
and a robust IP mobility mechanism over WAVE. An accurate analytical model is de-
veloped to evaluate the throughput performance, and to determine the feasibility of the
deployment of IP-based services in 802.11p/WAVE networks. Next, the IP mobility sup-
port is extended to asymmetric multi-hop VCN. The proposed IP mobility and routing
mechanisms react to the asymmetric links, and also employ geographic location and road
traffic information to enable predictive handovers. Moreover, since multi-hop communica-
tions suffer from security threats, it ensures that all mobility signalling is authenticated
among the participant vehicles. Last, we extend our study to a heterogeneous multi-hop
VCN, and propose a hybrid scheme that allows for the on-going IP sessions to be trans-
ferred along the heterogeneous communications system. The proposed global IP mobility
scheme focuses on urban vehicular scenarios, and enables seamless communications for
in-vehicle networks, commuters, and pedestrians.
The overall performance of IP applications over multi-hop VCN are improved substan-
tially by the proposed schemes. This is demonstrated by means of analytical evaluations,
as well as extensive simulations that are carried out in realistic highway and urban vehicu-
lar scenarios. More importantly, we believe that our dissertation provides useful analytical
tools, for evaluating the throughput and delay performance of IP applications in multi-hop
vehicular environments. In addition, we provide a set of practical and efficient solutions
for the seamless support of IP traffic along the heterogeneous and multi-hop vehicular net-
work, which will help on achieving ubiquitous drive-thru Internet, and infotainment traffic
access in both urban and highway scenarios.
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Vehicular communications networks have been envisioned as a heterogeneous system, in
which a variety of applications, communications technologies, and protocols, converge to
achieve a safer, efficient, and enjoyable transportation system. Among the applications to
be deployed in the vehicular network, interest has been mostly directed to the deployment
of safety-oriented applications, such as the notifications of car accidents and monitoring
systems. However, the role of infotainment applications has rapidly taken an important
place. From traditional Internet-based applications and driver assistance services, such as
up-to-the-minute traffic reports and assisted parking, to innovative peer-to-peer applica-
tions that enable the instant sharing of information between neighboring vehicles, are some
of the services that will make traveling a more convenient and pleasant experience.
In addition to enable access to innovative services designed for vehicular environments,
the infotainment applications are likely to incentive a faster adoption of the equipment and
the supporting infrastructure required for vehicular communications. In fact, it has been
widely accepted that this supporting infrastructure and communications technologies will
be heterogeneous in nature [1]. Large coverage access networks, such as 3G/4G cellular and
WiMAX networks, will be combined with wireless local area networks (WLAN) , such as
802.11b/g/n. Moreover, they will also integrate WLAN technologies specifically designed
1
for vehicular environments, such as 802.11p/WAVE .
1.1 Multi-hop Vehicular Communications Networks
In terms of data dissemination, the vehicular network foresees that vehicles communicate
via wireless links with other vehicles (V2V communications), in addition to communicate
with the infrastructure via roadside access routers (V2I/I2V communications) . According
to that, infrastructureless communications in the vehicular network are possible if only V2V
communications take place. In addition, I2V and V2V communications can be combined
to create an infrastructure-connected vehicular network, which we denominate the Multi-
hop Vehicular Communications Network. In such scenario, vehicles communicate with the
infrastructure using a single hop connection, whenever it is available, but they may also
rely on other vehicles for data forwarding when direct connection to the infrastructure is
not available.
Besides the scenario in which vehicles relay traffic from other vehicles, another form of
multi-hop communications is when devices in the in-vehicle local network are at the same
time mobility-enabled nodes or routers. For instance, a passenger traveling on a vehicle
is monitored by a body area sensor network. This network selects a gateway sensor node
for the forwarding of packets to an external network. Such gateway node is therefore also
a mobile router. In such cases, the vehicle’s mobile router is the first hop in the chain of
hops the body sensor data would have to traverse to reach the destination. Therefore, this
scenario also belongs to our definition of Multi-hop Vehicular Communications Network.
Although the combination of infrastructure-to-vehicle and V2V communications —also
known as I2V2V communications— is promising, it has been often proposed for dissemina-
tion of safety and delay-sensitive information [2,3], but little for infotainment applications.
In the case of safety applications, the scope is usually of broadcast nature or delimited to
a certain geographic area, resulting in a well-defined strategy to be followed if multi-hop
2
paths become necessary during data dissemination. However, in the case of I2V2V com-
munications for general infotainment applications, such as IP-based services and Internet
access, more challenges arise if seamless communications are expected in the multi-hop
vehicular network.
1.2 Research Challenges
The special characteristics of multi-hop vehicular communications networks create unique
requirements for IP-based services deployment. Some challenges come from the vehicular
system itself, such as the high speeds, the dynamic topology, and the spatial-temporal
traffic variability. Additional research challenges inherent to the use of multi-hop commu-
nications in vehicular environments are described herein:
Limitations for the support of IP applications in current standards
Specialized technologies for the support of vehicular communications networks are be-
ing developed and standardized among vendors and standardization bodies. One leading
technology example is the IEEE 802.11p [4] combined with the standards for Wireless
Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) [5, 6]. Such a technology is envisioned to be-
come a fundamental platform for providing real-time access to safety and entertainment
information. However, the market penetration is expected to grow slowly, so it is very
critical to guarantee seamless, reliable, and ubiquitous communications that provide a sat-
isfactory user experience to the early adopters. In particular, infotainment applications
—and consequently IP-based communications— are key to leverage market penetration
and deployment costs of the 802.11p/WAVE network.
Previous research evaluate the performance of IP-based applications in I2V vehicular
environments [7–9], but they often employ traditional 802.11b/g technologies that do not
resemble the intricacies of 802.11p/WAVE for IP communications. Consequently, the op-
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eration and performance of IP in 802.11p/WAVE are still unclear, as the WAVE standard
guidelines for being IP-compliant are rather minimal. Three limitations for the operation
of IP over WAVE have been identified: 1) lack of duplicate address detection; 2) lack of
seamless communications for extended services (i.e., services that are consumed along sev-
eral access networks); and 3) lack of support for multi-hop communications to help extend
the coverage of the slowly growing infrastructure. With many open aspects for the oper-
ation of IPv6, providing access to IP-based applications, such as assisted parking, route
management, and eventually Internet access, becomes a challenging task in 802.11p/WAVE
networks.
IP mobility support
Due to the inherent dynamicity of the vehicular network, and the heterogeneity of the
supporting infrastructure, it is reasonable to assume that vehicles may transfer their active
connections through different IP access networks. Thus, the on-going IP sessions may
be affected by the change of IP addresses, and consequently become broken connections.
Previously, the research on IP mobility support has focused on vehicles using one-hop
connections to the infrastructure [10–13]. The objective is to enhance the performance of
existing IP mobility protocols, or to extend the support for the in-vehicle network nodes.
However, there are still not many research efforts devoted to the support of IP mobil-
ity when multi-hop connections are employed in the vehicular network. In such a case,
the scenario becomes more complex if we consider the variability experienced by the links
employed during V2V communications. Given the vehicles high mobility, multi-hop paths
are of a short-time duration. WiFi experiments in urban and freeway scenarios, as well
as analyses from simulated vehicular networks, indicate a range between 10s and 40s for
contact duration between two moving vehicles [14, 15]). Consequently, protocols for IP
mobility may take more time in trying to establishing a relayed connection than the time
available for actually forwarding packets through the multi-hop path.
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Asymmetric links
Asymmetric links in vehicular communications are typically caused by mobility, path
losses, and dissimilar transmission powers between road-side Access Routers (ARs) and
vehicles; thus, asymmetric links are likely to appear in the vehicular network. However,
symmetric links have been a frequently-employed assumption when researching the deploy-
ment of IP services in vehicular environments [16].
Although one-way links may not affect some applications, e.g., safety information that
requires only a downstream link (i.e., from AR to vehicles), this problem severely affects
IP-based applications. On the one hand, if IP mobility is to be supported, the node is ex-
pected to indicate a location update to the infrastructure (in the form of a Binding Update
message in Mobile IP, a Router Solicitation in Proxy Mobile IP, or a link-layer indicator
when the connection is established). However, such location update cannot be delivered to
the AR unless a bidirectional link exists. On the other hand, applications will be affected
—specially TCP-based that require the packets to be acknowledged—, not only due to
the inability to confirm reception of packets, but also due to the impossibility to initiate a
client-server application, which requires the node to send a request to the server in order
to start a service.
Impact of market penetration
The deployment of services in the vehicular network fundamentally depends on the
deployment of in-vehicle and road-side communications equipments. The pace at which
the equipments penetrate the market will highly affect the performance of the IP mobility
solutions, which employ access routers and anchor points located at the infrastructure side
for data dissemination. Therefore, the network-wide connectivity places an important role
in the solutions’ performance. Moreover, the distribution of equipped vehicles could be
highly variable even for a contained geographic area. In the hypothetic case that all new
vehicles were fully equipped for vehicular communications, they would be mixed with the
existent fleet of vehicles that, in contrast, will follow a slow and gradual adoption pro-
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cess [17]. Therefore, IP mobility solutions should handle the different market penetration
rates of vehicular communications equipments over the short, medium, and long term.
Lack of motivation for data forwarding
Providing ubiquitous access to infrastructure-based IP services represents a major chal-
lenge due to the high cost involved in the installation of the roadside infrastructure. There-
fore, the use of multi-hop communications come as a convenient solution for enabling ubiq-
uitous connectivity, by means of using other vehicles as relays in order to reach the nearest
road side access router. However, this requires for intermediate vehicles to forward packets
that do not belong to the in-vehicle local network. Forwarding external packets consume
and compete for resources that are supposed to be fully enjoyed by the local network, so
intermediate vehicles may refuse to cooperate, resulting in scarcity of available relays.
Furthermore, if two vehicles decide to cooperate and participate in the relaying of pack-
ets, they are arbitrary mobile routers that have not met before. As a result, it becomes
difficult to generate a security association between them, and this leads to security threats
for both the infrastructure and the vehicles involved in the communications.
Vehicular network heterogeneity
Urban vehicular scenarios involve different patterns of mobility: low-speed mobility of
commuters and pedestrians, and high-speed mobility of vehicles combined with complex
spatio-temporal traffic conditions [17]. Nowadays, it is common to find people actively
using Internet-based applications from high-end mobile devices, e.g., cellular phones and
tablets. Such access is available even at vehicular speeds, thanks to 3G/4G cellular net-
works with large coverage around the urban areas, and a proprietary protocol, called GPRS
Tunneling Protocol (GTP) , employed for IP mobility and billing, among other functions.
Nevertheless, the on-going IP sessions are normally not transferable when the mobile device
switches from the cellular network to a WLAN connection (or viceversa), unless complex
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states are maintained by the application developer, in order to avoid resetting the sessions.
Vehicular communications, on the other hand, are envisioned to be supported by dissim-
ilar access networks and independent network operators. Yet, pedestrians and commuters’
mobile devices should be also considered as users in the vehicular scenario. If IP sessions
are to be transferable along the whole vehicular network, and that means, from bus sta-
tions, to in-vehicle wireless networks, to WiFi hostpots, to the cellular network, and more,
the IP mobility mechanism should be robust enough to make seamless communications
possible.
1.3 Thesis Motivation and Contributions
Multi-hop communications come as a convenient solution for the ubiquitous access to IP
services in vehicular communications networks. This research area is actually very impor-
tant for several reasons. In the case a direct connection between vehicles and infrastructure
is not available, the bidirectional links required by IP applications could be established by
means of multi-hop communications. In this way, infrastructure networks that are in-
process to be deployed, e.g., the recently standardized 802.11p/WAVE network, or that
provide limited coverage, such as 802.11b/g/n hot spots, may benefit from an extended
coverage thanks to data forwarding mechanisms through V2V communications [18]. Fur-
thermore, when the coverage is not an issue thanks to the presence of a well-deployed
infrastructure, such as 3G/LTE networks in urban scenarios, the multi-hop communica-
tions may decrease the levels of the energy consumption when signals have to cover shorter
distances, as well as to improve the spectral efficiency, and to increase network capacity
and throughput [19,20].
As a result, data forwarding cooperation in VCN has been investigated through theo-
retical approaches [18, 21], as well as prototype implementations and field testbed evalua-
tions [9,22], which have demonstrated that multi-hop scenarios in the VCN are technically
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sound. In addition, previous incentive schemes for data forwarding have shown that, in-
stead of being a burden, the relay of packets can become a good practice in the benefit
of the relay nodes [19, 23]. However, to provide IP services and IP mobility support in
the multi-hop vehicular network represents major challenges, as outlined in Section 1.2.
Therefore, in this research we aim at addressing those challenges by means of the following
contributions:
1. We have studied the 802.11p/WAVE standard and have identified its limitations for
the support of infrastructure-based IP communications. This have led us to pro-
pose the Vehicular IP in WAVE (VIP-WAVE) framework. VIP-WAVE defines the
IP configuration for extended and non-extended IP services, and a mobility manage-
ment scheme supported by Proxy Mobile IPv6 over WAVE. It also exploits multi-hop
communications to improve the network performance along roads with different levels
of infrastructure presence. Furthermore, an analytical model considering mobility,
handoff delays, collisions, and channel conditions, has been developed for evaluating
the performance of IP communications in WAVE. Extensive simulations are em-
ployed to demonstrate the accuracy of our analytical model, and the effectiveness of
VIP-WAVE in making feasible the deployment of IP applications in 802.11p/WAVE
networks.
2. Building upon the I2V2V concept, we have studied the secure provision of infrastructure-
based IP services in asymmetric vehicular communications networks (VCN), and
have proposed a Multi-hop Authenticated Proxy Mobile IP scheme (MA-PMIP) .
MA-PMIP focuses on three different aspects: first, it provides an IP mobility scheme
for multi-hop VCN, and employs location and road traffic information in order to
predict handovers; second, it considers the asymmetric links in the VCN, and adapts
the geo-networking routing mechanism depending on the availability of bidirectional
links; and third, it ensures the handover signalling is authenticated when a V2V
path is employed to reach the infrastructure, so that possible attacks are mitigated
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without affecting the performance of the ongoing sessions. Analytical evaluations
and extensive simulations in OMNeT++ are carried out to demonstrate that, by
employing MA-PMIP, service availability is improved for supporting seamless access
to IP-based applications in the asymmetric VCN.
3. To address the continuity of IP sessions in heterogeneous urban vehicular scenar-
ios, we have proposed a novel interworking scheme between Host Identity Protocol
and Proxy Mobile IPv6. The scheme aims at supporting legacy nodes (i.e., mobile
devices with no mobility support), mobility-enabled nodes, and in-vehicle mobile
networks. Moreover, the scheme does not require any synchronization among the
different network operators providing the access. We have provided analytical eval-
uations that demonstrate the improved performance of our hybrid scheme compared
to other global mobility schemes. In addition, a realistic urban vehicular scenario has
been simulated to evaluate the performance of our hybrid scheme, when a commuter
accesses IP services during a journey that involves both pedestrian and vehicular
mobilities.
1.4 Outline of this thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the main existent protocols for IP
mobility support in mobile networks, as well as their applicability to vehicular scenarios. It
also presents a brief literature survey of important research advances for the support of IP
mobility and data forwarding cooperation in vehicular environments. Chapter 3 introduces
our first contribution for the support of IP services in 802.11p/WAVE networks. In Chapter
4, we present our MA-PMIP scheme for IP services provision in asymmetric vehicular net-
works. Chapter 5 investigates the multi-hop communications from the in-vehicle network
perspective, and proposes the hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme that enables the transferring of
on-going IP sessions along dissimilar access networks and different administrative domains.
Finally, Chapter 6 gives conclusions of this research and outlines our future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Host-based Mobility
2.1.1 Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6)
Mobility support in IPv6 was initially defined by the IETF in 2004, with an updated
version being released in 2011 [24]. In general, MIPv6 is a host-based mobility protocol
that enables the mobile node to keep using its home address (i.e., the IP address assigned
in its home link), even when the node moves to a visited network. When the mobile node
moves to a visited network, it configures an IP address, known as the care-of-address,
through conventional IPv6 mechanisms such as stateless or stateful auto-configuration.
This care-of-address allows the node to establish communications at the new location, but
it also serves for establishing an association, or “binding”, between the mobile node’s home
address and the care-of-address.
The binding is performed when the mobile node is away from the home network. At
that point, the mobile node registers the newly acquired care-of-address with a router,
known as the home agent, in its home network. Therefore, if a correspondent node sends
packets to the mobile node, they are first routed to the mobile node’s home network,
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where the home agent encapsulates each packet with a new IP header, and redirects them
to the visited network (i.e., the extra header indicates the mobile node’s care-of-address as
the new destination). Then, the mobile node decapsulates and processes the original IP
packets.
An optimized version to avoid the pass through the home agent has been also defined
for MIPv6. If the correspondent node supports mobility, then the mobile node can inform
about the new location directly to the correspondent node. As a result, packets coming
from the correspondent node are routed directly to the visited network, with no need to
be sent first to the home agent. This enhancement also requires a security procedure,
called Return Routability, which permits the mobile node to prove that the claimed home
address and care-of-address are indeed assigned to it, preventing in this way man-in-the-
middle attacks.
2.1.2 NEMO Basic Support (NEMO BS)
NEMO Basic Support [25] is an extension to Mobile IP for the support of mobile networks
instead of single hosts, therefore, it has been often considered as the standard IP mobility
protocol to be employed in vehicular networks. Nodes in the mobile network are served by
a mobile router, and they configure IP addresses from a mobile network prefix advertised
by the mobile router. When the mobile router connects to an Access Router (AR) in
a visited network, it acquires a care-of-address, and establishes a tunnel with the home
agent, similar to MIPv6. In this way, such tunnel is used for communications of the
mobile network nodes with any correspondent node. Although the standard does not
include an optimized version of NEMO BS, extensive research has been done to improve
the performance of the protocol in terms of delay and throughput, because its performance
may become sub-optimal in several situations [26].
To analyze the sub-optimality of NEMO BS in a vehicular network context, we look
at the connection between the vehicular network and the fixed network from two different
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perspectives: A) by using single-hop connections to reach the fixed network, i.e., the vehicle
has direct connection to an access point in the infrastructure; and B) by using multi-hop
connections to reach the fixed network, i.e., vehicles connect to neighboring vehicles in
order to reach the infrastructure.
Single-hop connections between VCN and fixed network
When NEMO BS is employed as the IP mobility protocol for vehicles connected to the
infrastructure, packets follow sub-optimal paths to reach the correspondent node, due to
the pass through the home agent before reaching the final destination. The use of sub-
optimal paths between two peers is a recurrent problem of IP mobility solutions that use
intermediary agents. The vehicular scenario is not exempt of that problem either, specially
if delay/throughput-sensitive applications are to be deployed. Studies show that, for a
NEMO-enabled configuration, the effective throughput of TCP applications is reduced at
least in half, compared to the throughput perceived by applications that do not traverse
the home agent [27].
In addition, when V2V communications take place between NEMO-enabled vehicles
in the same VCN, they start using paths that traverse the fixed network instead of using
the direct link between them. Experiments show that this effect could increase a regular
Round Trip Time (RTT) between two vehicles using 802.11b technology, from 8ms up to
40ms [28]. In general, sub-optimal paths to the correspondent node result in increased
packet overhead, and longer processing and end-to-end delays. Solutions that address
the aforementioned issues for single-hop connections have been classified according to the
strategy they employ. They are illustrated in Fig. 2.1 and described as follows:
1) Tunnel establishment to correspondent node: This strategy resembles the route opti-
mization technique in MIPv6. It intends to establish a tunnel directly between mobile
router and correspondent node. The requirement in this case is for the correspondent node
to also support NEMO BS. The approach is especially useful when the in-vehicle network
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nodes communicate with only a few correspondent nodes. MIRON [27] is an example of
a solution that implements this strategy. This optimization method is offered to those
mobile network nodes that have no mobility protocol running on their stack of protocols.
2) Tunnel establishment to Correspondent Router: In this strategy, the access router that
is serving the correspondent node caches the binding with the mobile router’s informa-
tion. The duties of the home agent are then shifted to the correspondent router. By
assuming that traffic always traverses the correspondent router, the path mobile router–
correspondent node is optimized. However, an additional procedure to locate the correspon-
dent router becomes necessary in order to establish the optimized tunnel. ONEMO [29] is
a solution based on this strategy. The mobile router discovers the correspondent router by
sending a Correspondent Router Discovery Request message, to an anycast address derived
from the correspondent node’s IP address. Once the optimized tunnel is established, all
the mobile network traffic bypasses the home agent. The solution was tested in vehicular
scenarios with TCP traffic, and demonstrated improvements in throughput and a reduction
of the RTT.
3) Delegation to visiting nodes: In this strategy, every mobility-enabled node (i.e., nodes
in the in-vehicle network who also support MIPv6) configures a topologically-valid care-
of-address directly from the infrastructure, so that it activates its own MIPv6 route opti-
mization. The mobile router then forwards the packets coming from the mobility-enabled
node to the access router, without using the bi-directional tunnel between mobile router
and home agent. By surpassing both tunnels: between mobile router and its home agent,
and between the mobility-enabled node and its home agent, the path to the correspondent
node is optimized. However, an additional prefix delegation mechanism is required for
the mobility-enabled node to be able to configure a valid care-of-address from the infras-
tructure. An alternative mode of operation of MIRON [27] employs this strategy. When
the mobile network contains mobility-enabled nodes, they use address delegation with net-
work access authentication to manage their own route optimization procedure in a secure
manner.
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4) Intra-NEMO optimization: This strategy aims at establishing a direct path between
the in-vehicle network nodes and correspondent nodes, when they both are connected to
the same access router. By adopting this strategy, packets can be delivered with no use
of resources from the fixed network. Direct paths in the ad hoc network are typically
established by a MANET routing protocol. Furthermore, there is a family of solutions —
the so-called MANEMO— which explores the cooperation of MANET routing and NEMO.
Solutions in [28] and [30] exemplify this strategy. Both are designed for vehicular scenarios
and use Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) to learn routes in the ad hoc
network. They use a policy-based routing mechanism at the mobile router to select a
NEMO-path or a MANET-path. Criteria such as bandwidth and RTT are used to select
the optimal path. The test bed of both solutions involved moving vehicles. Results in [30]
showed an improvement in path selection based on available bandwidth for UDP traffic.
Accordingly, the experiments in [28] demonstrated a reduction of the total RTT.
Another example of intra-NEMO optimization is provided in VARON [31]. This so-
lution aims to improve the delay and throughput for inter-vehicle communications while
providing security. When the route optimization is activated, it establishes a path using
the ad hoc routing protocol (ARAN), and performs a secure hop-by-hop binding proce-
dure that employs cryptographically generated addresses. Simulation results in a vehicular
environment showed that the TCP throughput of VARON does not improve for sparse
scenarios, but outperforms by up to 4 times the one obtained by NEMO BS in dense
scenarios.
Multi-hop connections between VCN and fixed network
After NEMO BS was released, extensive research has been conducted to evaluate and
improve its performance in nested-NEMO configurations [32]. A nested-NEMO appears
when the mobile router employs a multi-hop path to reach the infrastructure, so that it
configures the care-of-address from the IP prefix assigned to the mobile router in the upper
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Figure 2.1: Optimization of NEMO BS in single-hop vehicular communications
destination.
However, although this thesis indeed focuses on the multi-hop connections for IP com-
munications, we consider unfeasible the use of nested-NEMO configurations in vehicular
scenarios, due to the following reasons: 1) given the short-time duration of V2V communi-
cations, the in-motion vehicles would have to constantly reconfigure the IP addresses and
update their location to the home agent, every time any of the mobile routers involved in
the V2V connection changes; and 2) vehicles may not share the same service provider for
accessing the infrastructure, hence, there would be a natural restriction in configuring IP
addresses from another vehicle’s IP prefix, when they both belong to different administra-
tive domains.
Instead of considering vehicles configuring IP addresses from other vehicles, in multi-
hop scenarios we consider more feasible for the in-vehicle mobile router to employ ad-hoc
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Figure 2.2: Optimization of NEMO BS in multi-hop vehicular communications
NEMO BS is employed in this type of scenario, there should be a way to guarantee that
packets coming from a nested mobile router do not suffer from extra encapsulations at
intermediate mobile routers. Such a strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 and explained as
follows.
MANEMO: If packets come from a nested mobile router and are destined to an external
node, an ad hoc sub-IP routing is used to forward IP packets through the multi-hop
path. In that way, MANEMO creates a virtual link between the vehicle and the access
router. The packets are then forwarded from the access router to the proper home agent,
and then delivered to the correspondent node. If packets are destined to nodes in the
same ad hoc network, the Intra-NEMO optimization strategy described in Section 2.1.2 is
employed. An implementation of this strategy, called MANET-centric solution for NEMO
in vehicular scenarios, is presented in [33]. To eliminate the nesting problem, the MANET-
centric scheme uses sub-IP geographic routing. Once a nested mobile router encapsulates a
packet, the sub-IP layer builds a geo-header pointing to the AR. This geo-header is used to
forward the packet until the AR is reached. Consequently, from the IP layer’s perspective,
the nested configuration is hidden, emulating a direct link between the access router and
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the nested mobile router.
2.1.3 Host Identity Protocol (HIP)
HIP has been defined as an experimental standard in RFC 5201 [34]. To solve the loca-
tor/identifier problem of IP addresses, HIP uses different addresses for both location and
identification. IP addresses are still used for routing protocols to reach the host. However,
HIP defines a new host identity for the identification aspect. This identity is a crypto-
graphic address by nature (i.e., a public and private key pair). Due to the introduction of
a new host identity, hosts that are HIP-enabled require a new layer in the TCP/IP stack,
between the network and the transport layers. Although the modification of the stack
of protocols represents a drawback for the deployment of HIP, the IETF has recognized
already the separation of identification and location from the IP address namespace as the
next important change in the Internet architecture [35].
When two nodes want to communicate using HIP, each peer establishes a pair of Secu-
rity Associations (SA), which are later used for the encryption/decryption of data packets.
The SAs are related to HIP host identities and not to IP addresses. In addition, the iden-
tifiers used by application and transport layers are also related to HIP host identities. In
order to make the host identity compatible with the IP address format, a hash function
is employed to obtain a 128-long bit string. The latter is known as the Host Identity Tag
(HIT) , which is compatible with the length of normal IPv6 addresses.
The information about a node’s HIT is therefore necessary for establishing incoming
communications with such a node. Thus, HIP defines a rendezvous server system (for the
query of HITs given the host name), similar to the Domain Name System (for the query
of IP addresses given the host name). Two queries must be performed by the initiator to
obtain the necessary information before sending the first data packet: one to obtain the
HIT, and one more to obtain the IP address of the node. The registration process of each





























Figure 2.3: HIP Location Update for a mobile node moving from Access Network 1 to Access Network 2
also serves as the supporting mechanism for nodes that are mobile (especially when both
ends of the communication are mobile) or multihomed.
In the mobile scenario, if one of the peer nodes changes its IP address, it uses a three-
way signalling mechanism, named UPDATE, to inform its peer about the change, so that
future packets are routed correctly to the new location of the node. The same mechanism is
used for the support of multihoming. Therefore, if the IP address changes in one (or both)
side(s) of the communication, HIP allows for the continuation of data packets transmission,
because neither the transport layer sessions nor the SAs are related to IP addresses. The
location update process of HIP is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Consequently, HIP is considered
as a host-based global mobility management protocol.
HIP has been shown to outperform other global mobility protocols such as MIPv6 [37],
especially in terms of signalling overhead. Therefore, research has been conducted mostly to
improve the protocol’s performance in micro-mobility scenarios (i.e., mobility inside a single
administrative domain, or localized mobility) rather than for macro-mobility scenarios
[38,39]. In [38], the authors propose microHIP (mHIP), which defines new network entities
called mHIP agents. The mHIP agents are in charge of handling signaling messages of
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the intra-domain HIP handover, and to re-direct the HIP-based connections to the correct
location. In [39], an extension to HIP is proposed to introduce a Local Rendezvous Server
(LRVS). The LRVS is located in each administrative domain, and acts in a similar way to
a network address translator: it traduces a locally-valid IP address to a globally-routable
IP address. Thus, incoming and outgoing packets are intercepted by the LRVS to modify
the IP addresses. Additional discussion of other studies devoted to the applicability of HIP
in vehicular scenarios are presented in Chapter 5.
2.2 Network-based Mobility
2.2.1 Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIP)
The standard PMIP protocol is specified in RFC 5213 [40], and its general operation is
mostly based on the signalling messages already defined for MIPv6. However, PMIP is
a network-based mobility protocol, which means a mobile node is not required to include
any mobility functionalities in its stack of protocols. On the contrary, the network-based
mobility concept is that the network performs all the signalling on behalf of the mobile
node, for it to maintain the reachability inside a PMIP domain, regardless of the mobile
node’s change of point of attachment to the network.
The PMIP operation is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The protocol defines two network entities:
a Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and a Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) . The first one acts
as the anchor point for the mobile node inside the PMIP domain. Thus, the LMA is in
charge of registering the mobile node’s current location, and to assign the same network
prefix every time the node joins a different access network. The MAG, on the other hand,
detects the connections of mobile nodes, and sends such location updates to the LMA
in the form of Proxy Binding Update (PBU) messages. The LMA responds with Proxy
Binding Acknowledgements (PBA) that include the IP prefix assignment for mobile nodes
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Figure 2.4: PMIP Location Update for a mobile node moving from Access Network 1 to Access
Network 2
the mobile node (Fig. 2.4-(2)).
When a mobile node’s handover occurs, the new MAG notifies the new connection to
the LMA. Then, the LMA recognizes the mobile node by means of a unique identifier, and
again assigns the same IP prefix to it (Fig. 2.4-(3)). In this way, every time the mobile node
roams inside the PMIP domain, the node does not detect any changes at the network layer,
and the mobility is transparent to upper layers in the stack of protocols (Fig. 2.4-(4)).
PMIP has been widely-accepted because it simplifies the stack of protocols required in
mobile devices. In addition, it has been shown that, for micro-mobility scenarios, the basic
operation of PMIP may outperform the enhanced version of MIPv6, called Fast MIPv6, by
showing more robustness against control messages dropping than Fast MIPv6 in reactive
mode [41]. In the case of predictive mode, the study in [41] concluded that the basic PMIP
does not show any improvements compared to Fast MIPv6. However, PMIP has been
enhanced with a recently released standard for Fast Handovers in PMIP [42], which also
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enables predictive handovers for this network-based protocol.
On the other hand, the Evolved Packet System (EPS) architecture, which covers the
radio access, the core network, and the terminals in the so-called all-IP Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) network , has indicated that PMIP is the network-based mobility protocol
to be employed over non-3GPP and 3GPP accesses (for the latter, EPS also indicates the
traditional GTP protocol for network-based mobility) [43]. Since EPS provides the inter-
working between 3GPP technologies and non-3GPP radio access networks, the support of
IP mobility across the IP-based core networks becomes key for the provision of all services.
Due to the aforementioned arguments, and since previous studies of NEMO BS in
vehicular environments have confirmed its performance limitations [26,44], PMIP has been
also suggested as the mobility protocol for vehicular communications networks. However,
the standard PMIP only supports mobility for single hosts, so it requires modifications
in order to provide mobility for the in-vehicle mobile network. Lee et al. [11] introduce
P-NEMO as a way to support session connectivity for hosts traveling attached to a mobile
router in Intelligent Transport Systems. In a similar way, Bernardos et al. [13] present an
extension for PMIP to support mobile networks, by allowing hosts to obtain and maintain
connections from both fixed and mobile routers.
In this thesis, we have selected PMIP as the main IP mobility protocol to be employed in
our multi-hop vehicular communications networks. In Chapters 3 and 4, we point out which
characteristics of the standard PMIP are employed for our network model, and introduce
the modifications required for making it usable in multi-hop VCN. Then, in Chapter 5,
we extend the mobility support beyond the PMIP domain, in order to enable global IP
mobility for the in-vehicle network, as well as for commuters and pedestrians. More details
about additional studies of PMIP in vehicular environments are further discussed and
compared in the following chapters.
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2.3 Data forwarding cooperation in VCN
Vehicular communications networks are envisioned to support a wide variety of infrastructure-
based infotainment applications. Accordingly, extensive research has been conducted to
improve the performance of these applications through one-hop communications [45]. Nev-
ertheless, considering the race between the always-increasing access demand and the de-
ployment of the supporting infrastructure, applications’ availability has been extended
through multi-hop connections in the vehicular ad hoc network (VANET).
As a result, data forwarding cooperation in the VCN has been proposed at the PHY/MAC
layer [18,21,46–48], and at the network layer [33,49], among others. However, when inter-
mediate nodes are involved in data forwarding of external traffic, it is reasonable to assume
that selfish nodes may appear with the goal of simultaneously maximize their benefits and
minimize their contribution [50]. As a result, extensive research efforts have been devoted
to propose incentive mechanisms and reputation systems that enforce cooperation among
nodes. In [50], the authors determine the conditions under which cooperation without
incentives can exist, while taking the network topology into account. In [51], Salem et
al. propose an incentive mechanism based on a charging/rewarding scheme to make col-
laboration rational for selfish nodes in multi-hop cellular networks. In [19], the authors
provide a payment model for a micropayment system that stimulate nodes’ cooperation in
multi-hop wireless networks. Similarly, Chen et al. propose a scheme to stimulate message
forwarding in VANETs based on coalitional game theory [23].
Although the study of incentive mechanisms and rewarding schemes for data forwarding
cooperation in VCN is outside of the scope of this thesis, the non-exhaustive list of works
we have provided help envisage the advances made in these topics.
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Chapter 3
VIP-WAVE: A Framework for IP
Mobility in 802.11p/WAVE Networks
3.1 Preliminaries
In this chapter, we propose the Vehicular IP in WAVE (VIP-WAVE) framework. VIP-
WAVE is our first contribution for the support of IP communications over multi-hop paths
in the VANET domain. The proposed framework is customized to work with the tech-
nologies specially designed for vehicular communications, i.e., the IEEE 802.11p/WAVE
standards.
Although traditional radio access networks such as cellular (e.g., GSM/GPRS and
UMTS) and WiFi may also be employed to enable vehicular communications [7,8,52], the
strict latency requirement for safety-oriented and emergency communications has resulted
in the definition of the IEEE 802.11p/WAVE standards [4–6]. Such standards define a
low-latency alternative network for vehicular communications, and their main focus has
been the effective, secure, and timely delivery of safety-related information.
However, the deployment of infotainment applications certainly would help to accelerate
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4. General description 
4.1 Overview 
WAVE provides a communication protocol stack optimized for the vehicular environment, employing both 
customized and general-purpose elements as shown in Figure 1. IEEE P1609.0 provides a description of the 
WAVE system architecture and operations. 
WAVE Networking Services is specified in this standard and consists of data plane layers and the 
associated management plane entity (WAVE management entity, WME) as shown by the dashed lines in 
Figure 2. These are introduced in 4.2 and 4.3 and specified in Clause 5 and Clause 6. 
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Figure 3.1: WAVE stack of protocols as defined in IEEE 1609.3-2010 [5]
the market penetration and leverage the deployment costs of the infrastructure required
by WAVE. Thus, in order to support infotainment traffic, the standards also consider IPv6
data packets transmission, and transport protocols such as TCP and UDP. By supporting
IP-based communications, the vehicular network may use well-known IP-based technologies
and readily be connected to other IP-based networks.
Fig. 3.1 shows the WAVE stack of protocols. The IEEE 1609.3 standard [5] specifies
two network layer data services: WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP), which has been
optimized for low latency communications, and IPv6. Although the operation of WSMP
has been fully specified in [5], it has been found that recommendations for the operation of
IPv6 over WAVE are rather minimal [53]. Protocols in which the operation of IPv6 relies
for addressing configuration and IP-to-link-layer address translation (e.g., the Neighbor
Discovery protocol) are not recommended in the standard.
Additionally, IPv6 works under certain assumptions for the link model that do not nec-
essarily hold in WAVE. For instance, IPv6 assumes symmetry in the connectivity among
neighboring interfaces. However, interference and different levels of transmission power
may cause unidirectional links to appear in WAVE, which may severely affect IPv6’s ef-
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fectiveness in its operation. Furthermore, interference and mobility may cause inability to
communicate with other WAVE devices unless relayed communications are employed. For
example, there are cases in which the Road Side Unit (RSU) (i.e., the point of attachment
to the infrastructure) has to deliver configuration information for IPv6 to a vehicle through
a multi-hop path. However, the multi-hop support of infrastructure-based IP services is
not currently permitted in the IEEE 1609.3 standard.
With many open operational aspects of IPv6, providing access to infrastructure-based
IP applications, such as assisted parking, route management, and eventually Internet ac-
cess, becomes a challenging task in 802.11p/WAVE networks. Previous works evaluate the
performance of IP-based applications in I2V vehicular environments, but they often employ
traditional 802.11b/g technologies that do not resemble the intricacies of 802.11p/WAVE
for IP communications. In [53], the limitations of the operation of IPv6 in 802.11p/WAVE
have also been identified, but they can only be used as guidelines regarding the incompat-
ibilities of the two technologies.
Therefore, in this chapter we address the problem of I2V/V2I IP-based communications
in 802.11p/WAVE networks by providing the VIP-WAVE framework. Since our general
focus in this thesis is the multi-hop IP mobility aspect, in this part of our work we require
to step back and first propose solutions for the open issues found in the 802.11p/WAVE
standards for the IPv6 support over one-hop connections (i.e., the traditional type of access
for V2I). Then, we extend our proposal so that IP-based mobile communications are also
supported over two-hop connections for vehicles that employ the WAVE technologies for
V2V and V2I communications. Our design goals are the following:
- To design an efficient mechanism for the assignment, maintenance, and duplicate
detection of IPv6 global addresses in WAVE devices, which is customized according
to the type of user service;
- To support the per-application and on-demand IP mobility for seamless infrastructure-
based communications;
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- To design a relay detection and routing mechanism for the delivery of IP packets
through one-hop and two-hop communications in 802.11p/WAVE networks.
Furthermore, we aim at developing an analytical model for evaluating and comparing
the throughput performance of the standard WAVE and the proposed VIP-WAVE. The
model integrates the vehicle’s mobility, and considers the delays due to handoff, the packet
collisions due to MAC layer conditions, and the connectivity probability of vehicles to the
infrastructure according to the channel model.
In the following sections, we first discuss the 802.11p/WAVE standards and review the
previous works (Section 3.2). Next, we describe our network model, and introduce the
VIP-WAVE framework and its extensions for the support of multi-hop communications
(Section 3.3). Finally, the proposed analytical model and the performance evaluation of
the proposed framework are presented (Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively).
3.2 Related Work
In this section, we present the main concepts described in the 802.11p/WAVE standard
that are relevant for the transmission of data frames and the operation of IP-based services.
We also describe previous works dedicated to the support of IP-based communications in
802.11p/WAVE networks.
3.2.1 The 802.11p/WAVE Standards
At the physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers, the 802.11p technology
for wireless communications while in a vehicular environment has been proposed in [4].
The 802.11p works in the 5.9 GHz frequency band, and employs Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation. It defines CSMA/CA as the fundamental
access method to the wireless media. The MAC layer of 802.11p includes the 802.11e
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Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) function to manage access categories and
priorities.
The previous versions of the 802.11p draft allowed for the exchange of data packets
between two WAVE entities only if they were inside the context of a WAVE Basic Service
Set (WBSS). However, this condition has been removed in the latest version, and a WAVE
device is now able to “consume” services from a provider by simply switching the radio to
the proper channel where the service is being offered. In this way, the latency associated
with establishing a WBSS can be avoided. Out-of-context WBSS is then the recommended
transmission mode for data plane services in WAVE [6].
On the other hand, the Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) standards,
namely 1609.4-2010 [6] and 1609.3-2010 [5], define the medium-access channel capabili-
ties for multi-channel operation, and the management and data delivery services between
WAVE devices. In [6], WAVE frequency spectrum is divided into 1 control channel (CCH)
and 6 service channels (SCH), each with 10MHz bandwidth. In addition, each channel has
a set of access categories and its own instance of the 802.11p MAC layer.
Among the different types of frames that can be exchanged in WAVE, management
frames can be transmitted in both CCH or SCH. Conversely, data frames (i.e., WSMP
and IPv6 data frames) should be transmitted in SCH, although WSMP frames are also
allowed in the CCH. Furthermore, the 802.11p radios may have a single-physical layer
(single-PHY) or multi-physical layer (multi-PHY). The former means the radio is able to
exchange information in one single channel at all times; therefore, a single-PHY has to
continuously switch between CCH and SCHs every certain time (the default is 50ms). The
latter indicates the radio is able to monitor the CCH while at the same time it can exchange
data in one or more SCHs. Examples of single-PHY and multi-PHY radios accessing the
channels are illustrated in Fig. 3.2
The 1609.3-2010 standard for networking services provides more details regarding the
support of IP communications [5]. It specifies as mandatory the support of IPv6 link-
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Figure 3.2: Multi-channel synchronization in WAVE
it indicates that link-local addresses should be derived locally and WAVE devices should
accept traffic directed to well-known IPv6 multicast addresses (e.g., all-nodes multicast
address). It also states that “WAVE devices may implement any Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) protocol”; however, it does not specify the operation conditions for the
Neighbor Discovery for IPv6 protocol (ND) [54].
According to [5], the announcement of IP services takes place in the Wave Service Ad-
vertisement (WSA) management frame. The WAVE device announcing the service takes
the role of “provider”, whereas the one receiving the WSA and indicating interest in the
service takes the role of “user”. Each WSA includes 0 to 32 ServiceInfo segments, 0 to
32 ChannelInfo segments, and up to one WaveRoutingAdvertisement (WRA) segment. A
ServiceInfo includes among others, the definition of the service, the provider information
(including its IP address if it is an IP service), the Received Channel Power Indicator
(RCPI) level (dBm) recommended to accept the service (also known as the RCPI thresh-
old), and the index for the ChannelInfo segment in the WSA that corresponds to the
announced service. A ChannelInfo includes among others, the service transmission char-
acteristics (e.g., Tx power and data rate), the channel number, and the type of access in
the SCH (i.e., continuous access or alternating access between SCH and CCH).
Similarly, if the WSA has at least one ServiceInfo segment for an IP Service, it should
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also include a WRA for global IPv6 addressing configuration and internetwork connectivity.
A WRA segment includes the IP prefix, prefix length, default gateway, DNS, and router
lifetime, among other extension fields relevant for IP configuration at the WAVE user’s
side. Once the WAVE user receives a WSA with an announced IP service of its interest, it
calculates a global IP address by means of stateless configuration, based on the IP prefix
received in the WRA segment and its own MAC address, after which the WAVE user is ready
to start consuming the service. WRAs are meant to replace the standard Neighbor Discovery
protocol, as a mean to minimize the overhead and latency associated with the latter.
From the described operation of IP services in 802.11p/WAVE networks, one can iden-
tify the following limitations:
Lack of duplicate address detection mechanism. Given the broadcast nature of WSA
messages for the announcement of services, a WAVE user interested in a specific IP service
is allocated with the same IP prefix of all other users subscribing to any other IP service
announced in the same WSA. On the one hand, that forces nodes to perform some kind of
duplicate address detection (DAD) procedure, to guarantee the uniqueness of IP addresses
among all users. The need for DAD comes mainly from the fact that WAVE devices may
support readdressing to provide pseudonymity. Therefore, a MAC address may be changed
at any moment and be randomly generated, which would increase the chances of collisions
for auto-configured IP addresses based on MAC addresses. Nonetheless, as we mentioned
before, the ND operation, which includes the standard DAD procedure for IPv6, is not
recommended in WAVE.
On the other hand, suppose the infrastructure provides Internet access or route manage-
ment services. These are examples of extended IP services that are provided through the
entire 802.11p/WAVE network, and are continuously announced by all the RSUs. Thus,
even if a WAVE device actually performs a DAD and confirms the uniqueness of its IP
address among other neighboring users, the DAD will be invalidated as soon as the vehi-
cle moves to the area of coverage of a different RSU, since the set of neighbors will also
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change. Furthermore, the DAD will be invalidated when the WAVE user switches to a
different SCH to consume another service for which the same WRA has been employed.
Lack of seamless communications for extended services. Suppose the DAD prob-
lem is alleviated by having each RSU to advertise a unique set of IP prefixes among all
the other RSUs. Then, if the DAD is executed among neighboring users, the IP address
uniqueness may be guaranteed at the RSU service area level. Although this solution would
work for non-extended services, it would cause a breakage for extended services continuity,
because when a user moves its connection to a different RSU, it receives a different IP
configuration information. Therefore, transport layer sessions have to be reset and service
disruption will be experienced as a result of the reconfiguration.
Lack of support for multi-hop communications. The current standard allows for a
WAVE user to consume infrastructure-based IP services only if there is a direct connec-
tion between RSU (i.e., WAVE provider) and WAVE user. We consider such condition as
an undesired limitation of the 802.11p/WAVE standards. Vehicular networks experience
highly variable channel conditions due to mobility, obstacles, and interference. Therefore,
it is desirable to take advantage of intermediary WAVE devices to relay packets from/to
the infrastructure. In this way, access to the IP services could be extended to further than
one-hop WAVE users, when there are some WAVE users that do not directly hear the RSU.
In addition, service could be provided to users that do hear the RSU but with a signal
quality level below the one recommended by the RCPI threshold.
Extensive research has shown that mobile networks may benefit from multi-hop com-
munications, in terms of improving the network capacity and throughput [55]. Also, by
serving as relays, nodes may obtain benefits from the network, like earning credits that
reward them for their relay services [19]. Moreover, other standards for vehicular commu-
nications have already considered the support of IPv6 multi-hop communications by means
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of sub-IP geo-routing [56].
3.2.2 Previous Works
IP becomes a natural solution for providing addressing services in WAVE, and for enabling
the access to existent IP networks (e.g., the Internet), to legacy applications, and to inno-
vative services. Therefore, the IP addressing configuration in vehicular networks has been
further investigated in numerous studies [57–59]. While these studies enable IP configu-
ration in moving vehicles, they are often limited to guarantee uniqueness in a specific area
(e.g., around the leading vehicle acting as DHCP server [57], around the service area of
RSU [58], or around a specific lane [59]). As a result, they limit the deployment of extended
IP services and seamless communications in 802.11p/WAVE. We address this limitation by
designing an IP addressing scheme for 802.11p/WAVE that employs a differentiated treat-
ment for location-dependant and extended services, in a way that it does not overload the
network, at the same time that it guarantees uniqueness throughout the entire network.
In terms of mobility management, host mobility solutions for vehicular networks, based
on the Network Mobility (NEMO) Basic Support Protocol, are proposed and evaluated
in [33, 60–63]. Baldessari et al. [33] define a MANET-centric solution that exploits multi-
hop communications, so that each vehicle is treated as a NEMO Mobile Router. Prakash et
al. [61] propose a vehicle-assisted cross-layer handover scheme for vehicles to help relaying
signalling and data packets of a handover vehicle. In [62], on the other hand, vehicular
clusters are employed so that cluster-heads are in charge of IP mobility for other vehicles.
Different from the aforementioned works, network-based mobility with Proxy Mobile IPv6
has been proposed in [11,13]. Soto et al. [13] enable mobility for broadband Internet access
to be provided in a transparent way in automotive scenarios, whereas Lee et al. [11] propose
a set of network mobility support protocols for Intelligent Transport Systems.
In general, those schemes reduce the handover delay and improve the throughput in
vehicular networks. However, none of them specifically consider the use of 802.11p for
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V2I communications. Instead, they employ a general 802.11 network for connectivity to
the infrastructure, or theoretical performance evaluations. In our work, we select network-
based mobility since it confines the signalling overhead at the infrastructure side, and it
does not require mobility management protocols to be included in the stack of the vehicle’s
On Board Unit (OBU) (Fig. 3.1). Furthermore, we adapt the signalling and movement
detection mechanisms required for mobility management, in a way that the control channel
of the 802.11p/WAVE network do not suffer from excessive overhead or congestion. Thus,
we propose a customized mobility management mechanism tailored to the characteristics
of 802.11p/WAVE networks.
Our premise of extending the network coverage in areas with different levels of in-
frastructure presence leads to a proposal for multi-hop communications. Employing in-
termediate nodes to extend the network service area and to improve performance has
been previously investigated in the context of vehicular networks [19, 55, 56]. We take
the advantage from the findings of these works and further define the relaying services in
802.11p/WAVE, by considering the many service channels of this network, the different
levels of the availability of neighboring vehicles as relays, and the restrictions imposed over
the control channels to carry data that may interfere with the delivery of emergency and
safety information.
On the other hand, a collection of works are devoted to provide measurement studies for
evaluating the performance of IP-based applications in V2I vehicular environments [7–9].
However, they employ traditional 802.11b/g technologies and obviate the limitations ex-
istent in the current 802.11p/WAVE standard for IP communications. In [64], they do
provide an evaluation of UDP/TCP applications in 802.11p/WAVE, but their main focus
is to reduce the problem of bandwidth wastage resulting from the switching operation in
single-PHY environments. In parallel to those measurement studies, extensive research
has been devoted to provide theoretical models for evaluating mobility and spatiotemporal
relations, connectivity and access probabilities, MAC layer performance, handovers, and
relay strategies in vehicular environments (see [45, 60, 65–68] and references therein). Al-
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though we have been inspired by these works, our work is different in that we integrate
these many aspects to provide a closed-form expression, from a microscopic point of view,
for the throughput evaluation of IP applications in the 802.11p/network.
3.3 The Vehicular IP in WAVE (VIP-WAVE) Frame-
work
3.3.1 Network Model
Consider the infrastructure-based vehicular network shown in Fig. 4.2. The connection to
the infrastructure is provided by RSUs located along the road. Vehicles are equipped with
On Board Units (OBU) that enable connections to the infrastructure and to other vehicles.
Every RSU and OBU is equipped with 802.11p/WAVE radios. It is assumed that RSUs
and OBUs are multi-PHY. In this way, we alleviate problems such as bandwidth wastage,
longer queuing, and higher end-to-end delay, which have been previously identified as
the consequences of the channel switching operation performed by 802.11p single-PHY
radios [69] [70].
Two different infrastructure-based IP services are offered in the 802.11p/WAVE net-
work: 1) extended services that are continuously announced by all RSUs in the network,
such as mapping applications, route planning, and Internet access; and 2) non-extended
services that are location-dependant, such as assisted-parking, and that are provided only
by some RSUs.
For a given channel model C, vehicles may establish a direct connection to the RSU.
Some other vehicles, however, are located in areas uncovered by the infrastructure (see car
A in Fig. 4.2), or with a communication link in deep fade toward the RSU (see car B in
Fig. 4.2). Inside such areas, we exploit the use of multi-hop communications, so that at
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Figure 3.3: IP-enabled 802.11p/WAVE network model
the RSU [66]. Since the transmission power of RSU is higher than the transmission power
of OBU, this leads to the RSU radio range, R, to be wider than the OBU radio range, r.
Furthermore, in the case of extended services, we have selected the standard Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (PMIP) protocol, introduced in section 2.2.1, to manage the IP mobility of
the OBUs. The general integration of PMIP with the 802.11p/WAVE network has been
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. When a MAG detects a new connection, it sends a PBU to the LMA
on behalf of the MN. The LMA then assigns an IP prefix and creates a tunnel through
which all traffic from/to the mobile node is encapsulated toward the serving MAG. When
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the mobile node changes its location, the LMA has to change the tunnel’s end-point upon
reception of a PBU from the new serving MAG. We also consider the whole 802.11p/WAVE
network as a single PMIP domain, and co-locate the MAG functionalities with the RSU.
3.3.2 VIP-WAVE Architecture
As denoted in section 3.2.1, one of the 802.11p/WAVE biggest issues, in terms of IP
operation, is the announcement of a per-WSA IP prefix, which forces WAVE users of all
IP services announced in a specific WSA (up to 32 services per WSA) to belong to the
same IP network. This causes not only a necessity for often having to detect duplicate
addresses through out the network and other SCHs, but also contradicts one of the main
assumptions IPv6 has for the link-layer model, which says that all nodes belonging to the
same IP prefix are able to communicate directly with each other. This assumption does
not hold when there are WAVE users that are scattered along different locations or along
different service channels.
Additionally, there is a shortage in differentiating extended from non-extended services,
and no IP mobility support is indicated to provide seamless communications in the case
of extended services. Last but no least, multi-hop communications are not exploited in
the 802.11p/WAVE network, although they could boost the network’s performance and
increase the IP services availability.
The general idea behind our framework is to address those limitations by integrating IP
configuration and IP mobility in order to provide differentiated treatment for extended and
non-extended services. We intend to enable a per-user IP prefix for the access to extended
services an for guaranteeing seamless communications. Moreover, we intend to improve
the coverage of IP services by extending the access to OBUs located two hops away from
the RSU.
The architecture of VIP-WAVE is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. VIP-WAVE is located in















Figure 3.4: Vehicular IP in WAVE (VIP-WAVE) architecture
that interact with the standard IPv6 protocol: 1) the IP addressing and mobility block
(only in the RSU), in charge of assigning global IPv6 prefixes to vehicles and guaranteeing
IP mobility for extended services throughout the network; 2) the on-demand Neighbor
Discovery block, which is a light-weight adaptation of the standard ND; and 3) the routing
block, which enables relay selection for multi-hop communications when a user fails to
directly consume the IP service from the RSU. Due to our selection of PMIP for network-
based mobility, the OBUs do not have to include any component for IP mobility, as depicted
in Fig. 3.4.
In the following sections, we describe the interaction of VIP-WAVE’s components for
the support of IP services to vehicles directly connected (i.e., one-hop away) to the infras-




The RSU that announces an IP service includes, besides the type of service (i.e., extended
or non-extended), the global IP address of the hosting server, its own MAC address that
identifies it as the WAVE provider, and the RCPI threshold (i.e., the recommended mini-
mum WSA’s received power level). Such information is included in the extension fields of
ServiceInfo, as specified in [5]. The WSA is transmitted in the CCH. Since OBU has a
radio dedicated to monitor the CCH, all one-hop users in the area of service of the RSU
can receive the WSA. Upon WSA reception by a potential WAVE user, the user determines
if it wants to access the service and checks the type of service to proceed in the following
way:
1. If service is extended: The OBU tunes a radio to the SCH specified in the
ChannelInfo segment. At that point, the OBU does not have a global IP address to
initiate communications with the hosting server; therefore, the IPv6 module requests
the on-demand ND module to trigger a Router Solicitation (RS) message. The RS
message is destined to the all-routers multicast address as indicated in [54], and is
handed to the routing module for determining the L2 next-hop destination. Since
the user is directly connected to the RSU, the routing module selects the WAVE
provider’s MAC address (i.e., RSU MAC address) as the MAC-layer frame destina-
tion; thus, instead of multicast, the RS is delivered as a unicast message. The RSU
then exchanges PBU/PBA messages with the LMA for IP prefix assignment, after
which the RSU sends a unicast Router Advertisement (RA) message to the OBU.
The RA message includes all the information required by IPv6 for a proper configu-
ration. Once the global IP address has been calculated, the OBU may start ex-
changing IP data packets with the hosting server. Note that no DAD mechanism is
required after IP address configuration, since the IP address uniqueness is guaranteed
by having an IP prefix uniquely assigned to each OBU;
2. If service is non-extended: The OBU employs the IP prefix announced in the
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WRA to calculate a global IP address. After IP configuration, the OBU tunes to the
proper SCH. Since the IP prefix is shared among other users consuming non-extended
IP services announced in the same WSA, a DAD procedure has to be executed before
the OBU may start transferring IP packets. Hence, our on-demand ND defines a
centralized DAD mechanism controlled by the RSU, which is only triggered when
the first IP data transmission request appears at the OBU. The RSU keeps a list of
the active OBUs and their IP addresses, in order to be able to detect duplicates.
The details of the DAD procedure are depicted in Fig. 3.5. Note that the OBU’s
IP configuration for non-extended services is only valid inside the area of coverage of
the serving RSU; thus, the IP uniqueness only needs to be guaranteed at the serving
RSU level, instead of at the entire network level. Once the DAD has been completed,
the OBU may start exchanging IP data packets with the hosting server.
Handover of IP services
An OBU transitions through the service area of different RSUs at vehicular speeds. There-
fore, we introduce a handover mechanism that allows for seamless communications of ex-
tended IP services in the 802.11p/WAVE network. When an OBU is consuming a ex-
tended service, it continues monitoring the CCH while is roaming toward a new RSU.
Consequently, the reception of a WSA that announces the same extended service but from
a different WAVE provider (i.e., the WAVE provider field in ServiceInfo now includes a
different MAC address), serves as a movement detection hint that is notified by the MAC
layer to the VIP-WAVE layer in the OBU. Upon the movement notification, the on-demand
ND module triggers the sending of an RS message, which is transmitted over the SCH in
which the service is being offered.
The reception of the RS message is then employed by the RSU for connection detection,
so that it proceeds to exchange PBU/PBA signalling with the LMA. The RSU sends an
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Figure 3.5: DAD mechanism in VIP-WAVE for non-extended services
is able to resume packets forwarding toward the OBU as soon as it sends the PBA to the
new RSU. The OBU, on the other hand, is able to resume packets transmission toward the
hosting server once it receives the RA.
Note that our on-demand ND does not require the frequent sending of messages. We
have replaced the necessity of receiving frequent RA messages by the reception of WSAs
that are already defined in the standard. Thus, an IP prefix does not expire, unless
announcements for the service that is currently being consumed are no longer received. In
this way, the WSA message reception aids the VIP-WAVE layer in two ways: 1) it helps
the maintenance of IP addresses by replacing the non-solicited RA messages defined in the
standard ND; and 2) it solves the IP-to-link-layer address translation, because the WSA
already includes the MAC address of the current WAVE provider. In addition, we alleviate
possible congestion in the CCH by having the on-demand ND messages (e.g., RS or RA)
being transmitted only over the SCH.
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For the non-extended services case, they are no longer available when the OBU moves
to a new service area, thus, they do not require the definition of a handover mechanism.
3.3.3 VIP-WAVE Extensions for Two-hop Scenarios
In section 3.2.1, we have introduced the advantages of enabling multi-hop communications
in vehicular networks. Therefore, we define the necessary features and services to extend
the support of VIP-WAVE in two-hop scenarios. We start by defining two services that are
closely related: 1) the Relay Service, which is registered in the ProviderServiceRequestTable
of all OBUs and is announced only when they require another OBU to serve as a relay.
A request for relay service may only be sent after the user OBU has started consuming
a given service (i.e., after the OBU has acquired its IP configuration from the RSU); and
2) the Relay Maintenance, which is announced by the intermediary OBU that has been
selected as a relay for IP communications.
Intermediate OBUs may serve as relays for extended and non-extended services. How-
ever, only those OBUs with availability to serve as temporary relays will take action when
they receive a Relay Service request. The procedure for setting up a relay OBU is located
in the routing module and described in detail as follows.
Routing through a relay
Table 3.1 presents the algorithm for setting up communications through a relay, and an
example of a successful relay establishment is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Once the procedure
has been completed in all the involved parties, the RSU and user OBU have the necessary
information for delivering packets through a two-hop path, so that the exchange of IP
packets may be resumed.
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Procedure at user OBU
Relay detection
1: if (WSAs from the RSU are no longer received or received WSA signal < RCPI threshold)
2: create a ServiceInfo to announce the Relay Service solicitation.
3: include this OBU’s ID and IP address in the extension fields of ServiceInfo.
4: associate a ChannelInfo segment with SCH number of active IP service.
5: send a WSA with the Relay Service announcement in CCH.
6: else
7: keep using one-hop connection to RSU.
Relay setup
25: if (Relay Service announcement has been sent and WSA with Relay Maintenance announcement is received)
26: set the relay OBU’s MAC address as next-hop for reaching the RSU.
Procedure at relay OBU
Relay provision
8: if (reception of WSA with Relay Service solicitation and availability to serve as relay)
9: tune to the SCH of the service as indicated in ChannelInfo.
10: create a Relay Notification message.
11: include the user OBU’s information in the Relay Notification message.
12: set Relay Notification’s destination address to ALL_ROUTERS.
13: send Relay Notification message through SCH.
Relay setup
21: if (reception of Relay Confirmation)
22: create a ServiceInfo to announce the Relay Maintenance to the user OBU.
23: send a WSA with the Relay Maintenance announcement in CCH.




14: if (reception of Relay Notification and user OBU’s information corresponds to an active user OBU)
15: create a Relay Confirmation message.
16: set relay OBU’s MAC address in Relay Confirmation’s MAC frame destination.
17: send Relay Confirmation message to relay OBU in SCH.
18: set the relay OBU’s MAC address as next-hop for reaching user OBU.
19: else if Relay Confirmation has been already sent
20: discard Relay Notification.













Figure 3.6: Example of successful relay establishment according to Algorithm 3.1
Depending on the direction of traffic, the routing protocol works in the following way
for multi-hop communications:
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1. Traffic from hosting server to user OBU: Once the packet arrives at the RSU,
the IPv6 protocol queries the routing module about the next-hop to reach the user
OBU. The routing module selects the relay OBU MAC address as the MAC layer
frame destination, as per configured by the relay setup procedure. The packet is then
forwarded to relay OBU.
2. Traffic from user OBU to hosting server: Once the data packet is generated
at the user OBU, the IP layer determines that hosting server belongs to an external
network; thus, it decides the packet should be sent toward the default gateway, which
in this case is the RSU. The IPv6 module then queries the routing module about the
next-hop to reach the RSU. As configured by the relay setup procedure, the route to
reach the RSU indicates the relay OBU as the next-hop; therefore, the relay OBU
MAC address is selected as the MAC layer frame destination. The packet is then
forwarded to relay OBU.
If at any moment during the two-hop communications, the user OBU detects again
the reception of WSA directly from the RSU in the CCH, and with a signal level above
the RCPI threshold, then the user OBU sends a Router Solicitation to re-establish direct
communications with the RSU. The Router Advertisement response message sent by the
RSU is overheard and employed by the relay OBU for terminating the relay service.
Handover in two-hop scenarios
When the vehicle is in motion, it may experience handovers of communications in different
scenarios: 1) it may move the connection to a relay OBU, where both relay and user OBUs
remain in the service area of the same RSU; and 2) it may move the connection to a relay
OBU, where the relay OBU is connected to an RSU different from the user OBU’s serving
RSU. The first case holds for extended and non-extended services, whereas the second
case only holds for extended services. Note that the handover procedure when the vehicle
maintains a direct connection to the RSU has been already defined in section 3.3.2.
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1. Handover to a relay in the same service area: In this scenario, the signalling
required to maintain seamless communications is no different from that described
in Table 3.1. Since both relay OBU and user OBU remain in the service area of
the same RSU, when the RSU receives the Relay Notification message (step 14), it
finds the information about the user OBU registered in its list of active IP users.
Therefore, it does not require to trigger any signalling for IP mobility. Moreover, the
procedure is the same regardless of whether the service is extended or non-extended.
2. Handover to a relay in a different service area: The procedure of two-hop
handover to a different service area is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. In this scenario, the
handover may be triggered by the conditions described in Table 3.1 (step 1), so
the relay detection procedure is started. However, given that the relay is connected
to a different service area, when the RSU receives the Relay Notification message
(step 14), it does not have an active tunnel configured for the user OBU. Therefore,
the RSU uses the Relay Notification message as a hint for connection detection,
and triggers the PBU/PBA signalling toward the LMA. Once the PMIP signalling is
completed, the RSU continues with the sending of Relay Confirmation (step 15) to the
relay OBU. This message serves for triggering the Relay Maintenance announcements
from relay OBU to user OBU (step 23), after which bi-directional communications
are resumed.
3.4 Analytical Model
We derive an analytical model to evaluate the performance of the proposed VIP-WAVE
framework compared with the standard network layer in WAVE. The analysis focuses on
modelling the OBU’s mobility, and calculating the handover delay and packet collision
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Figure 3.7: Handover of extended IP services through a relay in VIP-WAVE
its nodal downstream throughput experienced when it has an active extended IP service
in the 802.11p/WAVE network.
3.4.1 Mobility Model
Consider the network model illustrated in Fig. 4.2. To make our analysis tractable, assume
the RSUs are uniformly deployed along the roads and separated by a distance X. Similar to
[66], we analyze the subnetwork placed in the range [0, X] and bounded by two consecutive
RSUs. We further divide such subnetwork in smaller segments S = {1, 2, 3, ..N}, where
each s ∈ S is of length ds. A vehicle that moves along the 802.11p/WAVE network,
iteratively transits through the segments while traversing the different subnetworks.
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Figure 3.8: Spacial division of the 802.11p/WAVE network to model a vehicle’s mobility
The relation between the spacial division of the 802.11p/WAVE network and the vehi-
cle’s mobility are shown in Fig. 3.8. The residence times in each segment are considered
to be geometrically distributed with mean ts. The mean residence time in each segment is
determined by ts = ds/v, where v is the average velocity of the vehicle.
On the other hand, for a user OBU subscribed to an IP service, its connection to the
RSU may be of three different types: direct connection (i.e., one-hop), connection through
a relay (i.e., two-hop), and no connection at all. In [66], for a vehicle located at x in [0, X],
p1(x) denotes the probability of the vehicle to be directly connected either to RSU in 0
or RSU in X, and p2(x) denotes the probability of the vehicle to be connected to at least
one relay (where a relay is any other vehicle with direct connection to the infrastructure).
These access probabilities are defined as:
p1(x) = 1− (1− gCb (x))(1− gCb (X − x)) (3.1)






where gCb (x) and g
C
b (X−x) are the V2I connectivity probabilities for a given channel model
C and a given location with respect to both RSUs (i.e., at x for RSU in 0 and at X −x for
RSU in X). gCv (‖x− y‖) is the V2V connectivity probability between two vehicles located
at x and y respectively, and ρ represents the density in vehicles per meter (vpm).
The number of vehicles in [0, X] is assumed to be Poisson distributed with mean ρX.
Despite of the fact that our model relies on the assumption of a Poisson distributed pop-
ulation of vehicles, it has been previously demonstrated, by means of validation with real
world traffic traces and synthetic mobility models [71, 72], that it is a reasonable assump-
tion that does not detract the adequacy of our model, instead, it helps to make our analysis
tractable. Although a Poisson distribution is commonly employed for sparse vehicular ad
hoc networks, the results in [72] show that, for all traffic densities, the exponential distri-
bution accurately estimates the inter-vehicle spacing distribution, especially for a spacing
larger than 50m.
Accordingly, we represent the connection type of a vehicle in segment s ∈ S as Gs =
{1, 2, 0} for one-hop, two-hop, and no connection, respectively. Thus, for a vehicle located
in segment s, the probability distribution of Gs can be calculated as:
P{Gs = a} =

p1(ωs), if a = 1,
(1− p1(ωs))p2(ωs), if a = 2,
(1− p1(ωs))(1− p2(ωs)), otherwise.
(3.3)
For the simplicity of the analysis, we use the middle point of the segment to represent
the location of vehicles in that segment. Thus, we denote by ωs the location of the middle
point of segment s. The connection type of the user OBU is therefore integrated with our
mobility model, so that P{Gs = a} represents the probability of the user OBU of having
connection type a to the RSU while the vehicle is in segment s ∈ S.
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3.4.2 Handover Delay
Definition 1. The handover delay H
G
is the time duration between the breakage of the
user OBU’s connection to the infrastructure (i.e., through direct or relayed connection)
and the resumption of data packets transmission from the infrastructure to the user OBU.
The handover delay varies according to the type of connection G acquired by the user OBU
in the new location.
Handover delay in standard WAVE
In the standard WAVE, the vehicle may experience only two states: directly connected to
RSU or disconnected. We define two possible configurations for the standard WAVE. In
scenario A, we consider the current standard as-is with no mobility management scheme.
Then, it is reasonable to assume that each RSU includes a different IP prefix in its WRA,
as mentioned in section 3.2.1. In such case, the vehicle should reset its connection for an
extended IP service every time it enters the service area of a new RSU. The handover delay
of this scenario (WV-A) is calculated as follows:
HWV-AG=1 = RWSA +RESET (3.4)
where RWSA indicates the time delay for the user OBU to receive a WSA from the new
RSU, and RESET corresponds to the time for a user OBU’s transmission of a connection
reset toward the server, and its corresponding re-configuration time above the network
layer (e.g., the 3-way TCP handshake).
In scenario B, we consider the standard 802.11p/WAVE network to be PMIP-enabled,
so that network-based mobility is offered to maintain the IP prefix assignment of the
OBUs along the domain. Although this configuration is not mentioned in the standard,
by considering this scenario we account for basic IP mobility management employed in
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the standard WAVE, at the same time that we provide a fair comparison to our proposed
VIP-WAVE framework. Note that this scenario would require a basic Neighbor Discovery
signalling in order to re-establish the flow of IP traffic at the new location. The handover
delay of this scenario (WV-B) is derived as follows:
HWV-BG=1 = RWSA + TRS +RTTPMIP +RRA (3.5)
where TRS indicates the transmission time for RS message, RTTPMIP indicates the round
trip time for exchanging PBU/PBA messages between MAG and LMA, and RRA indicates
the time delay for the user OBU to receive the RA message from the infrastructure.
Handover delay in VIP-WAVE
In VIP-WAVE, a roaming vehicle may experience different types of connection breakages.
When in a one-hop connection, the vehicle may lose signal reception due to distance,
blocking of line of sight, or poor signal quality reception. On the other hand, besides the
aforementioned causes of connection breakage, in a two-hop connection the OBU may also
terminate its current two-hop connection when it again detects a one-hop connection with
better link quality conditions.
Among all those possibilities, we analyze the worst-case scenario, in which every time
the vehicle experiences a change of connection (i.e., to one-hop or two-hop), it involves also
a change of RSU, hence it triggers PMIP signalling at the infrastructure side. Although
this may not be the case for real deployments, because the OBU may change its type
of connection and still be connected to the same RSU, the assumption allows us to give
an upper bound estimation of the handover delay induced by the proposed VIP-WAVE
framework.
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The handover delay in VIP-WAVE is calculated as follows:
HVIPG=1 = RWSA + TRS +RTTPMIP +RRA (3.6)
HVIPG=2 = TR.SOL + TR.NOT +RTTPMIP + TR.CONF +RR.MAIN (3.7)
Note that HG=2 does not require waiting for WSA reception, as the relay selection and
configuration process starts as soon as the user OBU stops receiving WSAs from the RSU
(or when the RCPI threshold is no longer met). The calculation involves the transmission
and reception delays for R.SOL, R.NOT, R.CONF and R.MAIN (i.e., the messages defined in Table
3.1 for selecting and setting the relayed connection).
3.4.3 Packet Collision Probability
Definition 2. The packet collision probability pcol is the probability of packet losses due to
collisions occurring between two or more nodes transmitting at the same time when they
are all tuned to the same SCH.
Packet collision probability in standard WAVE
Let Ms denote the mean population of vehicles in segment s, s ∈ S. Then, Ms can be
expressed by:
Ms = ρds (3.8)
where ρ is the density of vehicles (vpm) and ds is length of segment s (m). Let us consider
Pα as the probability that an OBU subscribed to service α is active (i.e., the OBU is tuned
to the SCH where service α is being provided and is transmitting/receiving data packets).
Then, the conditional transmission probability τ1(s) given that a vehicle is located in
segment s is given by:
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τ1(s) = P{Gs = 1}Pα (3.9)
where P{Gs = 1} is the one-hop connectivity of vehicles in segment s.
For the standard WAVE, we denote by pWVcol (s) the conditional collision probability of
a tagged node in segment s, given that the tagged node is active. Thus,




where Sr denotes the set of segments that fall into the radio range of the tagged vehicle.
For the simplicity of the analysis, if the middle point of the segment falls into the radio
range of the tagged vehicle, that segment is considered in Sr. Therefore, we have,
Sr(s) = {s′|ωs − r < ωs′ < ωs + r} (3.11)
Packet collision probability in VIP-WAVE
In VIP-WAVE, a vehicle communicates with the RSU either directly or through two-hop
relaying. Then, the conditional transmission probability τ2(s) given that a vehicle is located
in segment s is given by:
τ2(s) = (P{Gs = 1}+ P{Gs = 2})Pα. (3.12)
Recall that P{Gs = 2} is the two-hop connectivity of vehicles in segment s. For VIP-
WAVE, we denote by pVIPcol (s) the conditional collision probability of a tagged node in











(1− τ2(s′))Ms′ , if Gs = 2
(3.13)
where Sr(s) is given by (3.11) and S
′
r(s) is given by
S ′r(s) = {s′|ωs − 2r < ωs′ < ωs + 2r}. (3.14)
S ′r indicates that for guaranteeing the transmission of the tagged vehicle, vehicles within
the two-hop range of the tagged vehicle should be inactive.
3.4.4 Nodal Downstream Throughput
Definition 3. The nodal downstream throughput T is the average rate of packets received at
the user OBU when traversing the subnetwork in [0, X]. It is expressed in bits per seconds.
Let B denote the total number of bits received by an individual OBU when traversing
the subnetwork in [0, X]. According to our mobility model, ds/v is the average time the
vehicle spends in each segment s. Consequently, the expected number of bits received while



















Nodal downstream throughput in standard WAVE
According to the previous definition of Bs, we express the number of bits received in state
s, BWVs as follows:
BWVs =
 λd(1− pWVcol (s))(ds/v −HWVGs ), if Gs = 1,0, otherwise. (3.18)
where λd is the downstream data rate (in bits per second) from the IP server to the OBU,
and HWV
G
is given by either (3.4) or (3.5). Overall, the expression computes the total
number of bits received during the available transmission time (i.e., after deducting the
handover delay), while the OBU is in segment s. Note that an OBU operating under the
standard WAVE does not receive data packets when Gs = 2 or Gs = 0.
Nodal downstream throughput in VIP-WAVE




λd(1− pVIPcol (s))(dsv −H
VIP
Gs
), if Gs = 1,
λd(1− pVIPcol (s))( ds2v −H
VIP
Gs
), if Gs = 2,
0, if Gs = 0.
(3.19)
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, since the packets go through an intermediary node before they can be
forwarded to the user OBU.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
For evaluation purposes, we compare our VIP-WAVE framework with the standard WAVE
with no mobility management (WAVE-A), and with the standard WAVE with IP mobility
provided by Proxy Mobile IPv6 (WAVE-B). In WAVE-A, each RSU announces a different
prefix in the WRA segment, which forces vehicles to reset communications for extended IP
services every time they roam to a different RSU. In WAVE-B, we assume the network
supports Proxy Mobile IPV6, as previously mentioned in Section 3.4.2. The comparisons
evaluate the nodal downstream throughput for variable network characteristics, and the
delay due to handovers and during data packets delivery.
3.5.1 Model Validation
We obtain the numerical results for our analytical model in Matlab. The average nodal
downstream throughput in standard WAVE is obtained by replacing (3.18) in (3.15), and
by calculating BWV and TWV according to (3.16) and (3.17), respectively. The average
nodal downstream throughput in VIP-WAVE is obtained by replacing (3.19) in (3.15), and
by calculating BVIP and TVIP according to (3.16) and (3.17), respectively.
The settings for such evaluation are provided in Table 3.2. In order to obtain P{Gs},
we calculate p1(ωs) by assuming a unit disk model U , so that connectivity is determined
mainly by the distance between vehicle and RSU. However, we also integrate the RCPI
threshold (see Section 3.2.1) in determining connectivity, because a received power level
below the RCPI threshold results in a disconnection from the vehicle to the provider RSU.
Thus, we calculate the V2I connectivity probability as:
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(unidirectional) gUb (ωs) =
 1, if (ωs ≤ R) and (rxPw ≥ RCPI),0, otherwise (3.20)
where rxPw is the OBU’s reception power level calculated as rxPw = 10log10(Tx Power RSU)−
PL, which is a reduction of the log-normal shadowing model to the unit disk model when
the path loss component, PL, has no fading.
We also consider a more restrictive bidirectional connectivity probability. This is to
account for the asymmetry existent in the transmission power of RSUs and OBUs, in which
case a distance ωs ≤ R only guarantees connection from RSU to OBU, but not from OBU
to RSU. Thus, to guarantee bidirectionality we have:
(bidirectional) gUb (ωs) =
 1 if (ωs ≤ r) and (rxPw ≥ RCPI)]0 otherwise. (3.21)
In other words, the unidirectional connectivity probability given by (3.20) allows for
one-way reception of traffic from RSU to OBU, but it does not necessarily guarantees
reception from OBU to RSU. Examples of such IP-based applications that require one-way
reception of traffic are audio and video streaming. In the case of bidirectional connectivity
probability, as calculated by 3.21, two-way reception of traffic is enabled between RSU and
OBU when they meet the connectivity conditions. Examples of IP-based applications that
require two-way reception of traffic are IP telephony and general TCP-based applications.
For the calculation of p2(ωs), we modify the integral limits in (3.2) to calculate the
average number of nodes in [ωs− r, ωs+ r], and consider only a percentage of that number,
given by the parameter pr, as available to serve as relays (i.e., OBUs that process Relay
Service requests and are available at the time of reception of a request).
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Table 3.2: VIP-WAVE Performance Evaluation Parameters
Parameter Value
Tx Power RSU 50mw (500m radio range)
Tx Power OBU 11mW (250m radio range)
Frequency band 5.9GHz
Link data rate 6Mbps
PHY/MAC Layer Inetmanet 802.11p / CSMA-CA
RCPI threshold -85dBm
Download data rate (λd) 100Kbps (default) ∼ 3Mbps
Available relays (pr) 40%, 70%, 100%
Average speed (v) 35Km/h (default) ∼ 100Km/h
Density (ρ) 1/25vpm
RSUs inter-distance (X) 500m ∼ 2000m




TR.SOL, TR.NOT, TR.CONF, RR.MAIN 5ms
RTTPMIP 10ms
Pα 1% ∼ 12%
Session time 600s
In order to validate our model, the numerical results are compared with the simulation
results in the next section.
3.5.2 Simulation Results
Extensive simulation results have been obtained based on the discrete event simulator OM-
NeT++ [73] and the Inetmanet framework [74]. The simulation parameters are presented
in Table 3.2, and a simulated sample topology is depicted in Fig. 3.9. RSUs and OBUs are
equipped with two wireless interfaces transmitting in different channels. In this way, we
emulate the multi-PHY capabilities with simultaneous transmissions over CCH and SCH.
Each radio implements the Inetmanet 802.11p PHY and MAC model, and parameters are
set according to the recommended values in [4]. Connectivity among nodes is initially
determined by a unit disk model. However, signals are attenuated following a Log-normal
propagation model with path-loss exponent of 2.4. We have also modified the Inetmanet












Figure 3.9: Simulation setup in Omnet++
we employ the RCPI threshold to determine connectivity between OBU and RSU. An
Internet-located application server for the downloading of data traffic is connected to the
802.11p/WAVE network with an RTT of 40ms.
RSUs are uniformly deployed along the road segment with a distance X. We employ
one-way lane where vehicles are moving at a constant average velocity v. Each topology
employed during the experiments has an average number of vehicles of ρX per subnetwork
in [0, X], with vehicles randomly located along the road and following an exponentially
distributed inter-distance. Only application layer packets, sent from the application server
and received at the user OBU, are considered for the throughput calculation in each sim-
ulation run. The results are plotted with a 95% confidence interval.
Level of presence of infrastructure
Fig. 3.10 shows the throughput obtained when X increases from 500m to 2000m. The
analytical results are verified by the simulation results in both one-way and two-way ap-
plication traffic scenarios.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3.10a, the performance of VIP-WAVE outperforms the
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Figure 3.10: Nodal downstream throughput for different levels of presence of infrastructure, average
speed v = 35Km/h, constant density ρ = 1/25 vpm, and pr = 0.4
standard one even when the same IP mobility protocol is employed. It is also observed
how the effective throughput drops for all, as soon as X > 2R. This is due to the existence
of uncovered areas between consecutive RSUs; in the case of VIP-WAVE, the greater X is,
the more the vehicle depends on the density ρ for being able to find a two-hop connection
toward an RSU, as it is shown later in Fig. 3.13. Furthermore, it is observed that is more
probable for vehicles to find a two-hop connection to the RSU when X < 2R+r. However,
this condition only benefits the VIP-WAVE scheme, as neither WAVE-A nor WAVE-B
support multi-hop communications. On the other hand, in Fig. 3.10b can be seen how the
reduced coverage observed by two-way traffic applications results in a steeper decrease in
throughput. Due to a shorter connectivity range, the effective throughput starts decreasing
as soon as X > 2r.
Impact of velocity and available relays
The impact on throughput performance given different values of v is illustrated in Fig. 3.11.
Once more, the numerical results are shown to be accurate when compared to simulation
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results. It is observed that both VIP-WAVE and standard WAVE are stable for different
average speeds. This can be explained as the result of the reduced handover signalling
overhead, thanks to the on-demand Neighbor Discovery coupled with the use of WSA
messages for movement detection and relay establishment. Thus, despite of the handovers
occurring at a higher rate with the increase of velocity, it does not reflect on a higher
number of packet losses at higher speeds.
With regard to the type of traffic, in Fig. 3.11b, we observe nearly a 30% reduction of
successful reception of packets when the IP application requires bidirectional connection.
However, the extended area of coverage provided by the relay-aided communications in
VIP-WAVE demonstrate its benefit: it improves the effective throughput by nearly 20%
compared to the standard WAVE. Consequently, we also evaluate the impact of the avail-
able number of OBUs, pr, willing to serve as relays in VIP-WAVE. The results of these
experiments are depicted in Fig. 3.12. They indicate that even for a low availability of
40%, the difference in the effective throughput is minimum, i.e., VIP-WAVE only requires
one neighboring OBU to be available (and connected to the RSU) to take advantage of
two-hop connections in uncovered areas.
Impact of vehicle density
Fig. 3.13 depicts the analytical throughput given different densities in a low-level presence
of infrastructure (i.e., X=1500m). It can be observed the trends of throughput in terms
of the vehicle density when the percentage of available relays decreases from 100% to 70%
and 40%. For both WAVE-A and WAVE-B, the throughput decreases almost linearly
when the vehicle density increases, regardless of the values of pr. This is the result of an
increase in congestion when there are more nodes in the vehicular network. Instead, since
VIP-WAVE supports multi-hop communications, a greater pr value directly translates into
an increase of throughput, and a better performance than that obtained by the standard
WAVE in all three cases. However, it can also be observed that VIP-WAVE’s throughput
increases up to a maximal value, but thereafter it starts decreasing with the increase of
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Figure 3.11: Nodal downstream throughput for different average speeds, RSUs inter-distance
X = 1000m, and constant density ρ = 1/25vpm
































































Figure 3.12: Nodal downstream throughput for different relays availability and RUSs inter-distance,
RSUs inter-distance X = 1000m, average speed v = 35Km/h, and constant density ρ = 1/25 vpm
the vehicle density. The reason of the throughput increase before the maximum point
is due to a greater number of available relays when the vehicle density increases. After
the maximum point, the throughput goes down because as there are more vehicles on the
road, the congestion of communications is dominant over the benefit from the increase of
available relays. Figures 3.13a, 3.13b, and 3.13c exemplify how the maximum point varies
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(a) pr = 1.0






















(b) pr = 0.7






















(c) pr = 0.4
Figure 3.13: Nodal downstream throughput for different vehicle densities, RSUs inter-distance
X = 1500m, and average speed v = 35Km/h
according to the different values of pr.
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Impact of downloading data rates
An evaluation of how data rate demanding IP applications (i.e., λd >1Mpbs) affect the
overall performance of the nodal throughput is illustrated in Fig. 3.14. In the experiment,
we calculate the throughput of VIP-WAVE and WAVE standards under saturated condi-
tions, for a vehicular network with low-level presence of infrastructure. In all three cases,
simulation and analytical results are configured to allow for a 60% of the nodes around the
tagged vehicle to be actively transmitting in the same service channel. Since every active
vehicle intends to transmit at a larger data rate, the congestion of communications become
more and more severe, and thus, the performance of throughput degrades when the data
rate increases. At the same time, a larger amount of data packets are lost when the OBU
is experiencing a handover.


























Figure 3.14: Nodal downstream throughput under saturated conditions for highly demanding IP
applications, RSUs inter-distance X = 1500m, average speed v = 35Km/h, and constant density
ρ = 1/25 vpm
We can also observe that the improvement obtained by VIP-WAVE compared to the
standard WAVE tends to be reduced due to the congestion of communications becoming
dominant for larger data rates. However, these throughput measurements may actually be
better in real life scenarios, since the MAC layer in 802.11p/WAVE allows for prioritization
of traffic by means of the EDCA mechanism (for simplicity, our simulation employs a single
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access category queue). Furthermore, access control and quality of service policies could
be imposed in order to guarantee the minimum level of the quality to the OBUs that are
consuming the IP service [75].
Instantaneous throughput and delay
In order to evaluate the throughput behavior during a given session time, we show in Fig.
3.15 the instantaneous throughput for the three different schemes. In all three schemes,
60% of the nodes around the tagged vehicle are subscribed to the same service, which
means there are other nodes that are actively transmitting in the same service channel. In
the case of VIP-WAVE, this condition translates to having a 40% probability of finding an
available relay among the neighboring vehicles.





















X=1000m, ρ= 1/25vpm1−hop handover
(a) WAVE-A





















X=1000m, ρ= 1/25vpm1−hop handover
(b) WAVE-B



























Figure 3.15: Instantaneous throughput and handover delay for different WAVE schemes
The figures illustrate the times at which every handover occurs. Given the constant
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average speed and the fixed distance between RSUs, it is expected for the handovers to
occur every fixed number of seconds. Nonetheless, the results help on understanding the
nature of handovers in each scheme. It is observed how the presence of an IP mobility
management scheme makes smoother the transition during handovers when comparing
WAVE-A (Fig. 3.15a) with WAVE-B (Fig. 3.15b). Moreover, although the region between
RSUs is fully covered when X=1000m, the handover delay in WAVE-A and WAVE-B is
longer than the one experienced in VIP-WAVE. This is because the OBU needs to re-
establish the connection with the new RSU, and given that r < R, it takes some time until
when the RSU is able to receive the location update in the form of a Router Solicitation
or a RESET message from the OBU, which is only possible when x < R or x > X − R
(where x is the OBU’s location). This phenomenon has a smaller impact in VIP-WAVE,
since the framework allows for two-hop communications toward the RSU when the OBU is
unable to communicate directly. Thus, the total handover delay in VIP-WAVE is reduced,
and a smaller number of packet losses is perceived by the IP application.
Additionally, since we only consider the received application-layer IP packets in the cal-
culation of the instantaneous throughput, in Fig. 3.15c can be observed that the overhead
incurred in establishing the relayed connection plays a minor impact in the overall perfor-
mance of the end-to-end communications, as the throughput remains fairly stable, while
at the same time the relaying helps on reducing the total packet losses, as we mentioned
before.
Furthermore, as many IP applications are delay-sensitive, we evaluate the effect of two-
hop communications in the data packets end-to-end delay. Fig. 3.16 depicts the latency
experienced by individual packets received at the OBU during a session time. For those
packets being transmitted through a two-hop connection in the 802.11p network, they
perceive a slightly higher latency than those using a one-hop connection. However, the
total delay, which is less than 37ms in all cases, fits well into the delay requirements for
the main multimedia applications, such as 150ms for real time audio, and 250ms for video
conferencing and video streaming. The variations observed in the delay of packets using
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X=1000m, ρ= 1/25 vpm, p
r
=0.4
Figure 3.16: Data packet end-to-end delay in VIP-WAVE
the same number of hops, come from the MAC layer retransmissions that are caused when
there are colliding transmissions in the wireless domain.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has presented VIP-WAVE, a novel framework for the support of IP com-
munications in 802.11p/WAVE vehicular networks. In particular, we have studied the
limitations in the IEEE 802.11p/WAVE standards for the operation and differentiation of
IP applications, and have proposed the VIP-WAVE framework to address those limitations.
The key advantages of VIP-WAVE can be summarized as follows:
• It has been demonstrated to notably improve the performance of IP applications even
when a low presence of infrastructure results in large gaps between areas of coverage.
• The protocols and mechanisms proposed in VIP-WAVE for IP addressing, mobility
management, and multi-hop communications, have been all designed according to
the intricacies and special characteristics of 802.11p/WAVE networks. Thus, they
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re-use existent signalling messages defined in WAVE and do not attempt to stress
the control channel employed for safety communications.
• It provides an accurate analytical model that allows for the integration of aspects from
different layers, such as mobility and channel conditions, probability of connectivity
to the infrastructure, handover delays, and packet collision probabilities, in order
to estimate the nodal downstream throughput perceived by a WAVE user that is
consuming an IP service from the infrastructure. The model has been validated
through extensive simulations.
Furthermore, we have reinforced our observation that the individual downloading data
rate perceived by an OBU is highly dependant on the road density and the inter-distance
of the RSUs. Our results suggest that it is beneficial for 802.11p/WAVE networks to put
in place multi-hop communications that may extend the area of coverage and may help to
make smoother the transitions during handovers.
Although we have exploited the use of multi-hop paths in this chapter, during the
simulations stage we have also observed that establishing and fixing the forwarding of data
packets through a selected relay may become a costly task in cases when the topology is
highly variable. Therefore, in the following chapter, we employ this observation and exploit
other features of the vehicular network, such as the availability of location information,
not only to improve the relay selection, so that decisions are made on a per-packet basis,




Authenticated Proxy Mobile IP
scheme for Asymmetric VCN
4.1 Preliminaries
In this chapter, we propose a Multi-hop Authenticated Proxy Mobile IP (MA-PMIP)
scheme for asymmetric vehicular communications networks (VCN). Continuing with the
provision of IP services in multi-hop vehicular environments, this part of our work focuses
on vehicular communications networks powered by WLAN technologies (802.11a/b/g/n).
In this context, drive-thru Internet and IP-based infotainment applications are sup-
ported by road-side Access Routers (ARs) that connect the VCN to external IP networks.
However, connections between ARs and vehicles suffer from asymmetric links due to vari-
able transmission ranges caused by mobility, obstacles, and dissimilar transmission powers,
which makes them difficult to maintain the bidirectional connections, and to provide the
IP mobility required by most IP applications. Moreover, vehicular mobility results in
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Figure 4.1: Asymmetric links in VCN
Building upon the concept of Infrastructure-to-Vehicle-to-Vehicle (I2V2V) communica-
tions, introduced in Section 1.1, and different from previous works that assume symmetric
links among all the devices in the vehicular network, in this chapter we demonstrate that
multi-hop communications are key for avoiding service breakage in asymmetric VCN. An
asymmetric VCN is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Such a network suffers from asymmetric
transmission ranges due to mobility, path losses in the presence of obstacles, and dissimilar
transmission powers among the VCN devices. Although one-way links may not affect some
applications that require only the link AR→vehicle (e.g., safety-related information), this
problem severely affects IP-based applications. In particular, TCP applications require the
packets to be acknowledged, but one-way links make it impossible to confirm reception of
packets. In fact, the vehicle will not be able to initiate any client-server application unless
it establishes a bidirectional link with the AR. Note that the client-server architecture is
the most common architecture deployed by Internet communications.
As a result, symmetric links have been a frequent assumption for investigating the
deployment of IP services. However, when the asymmetric links are discounted by routing
protocols in ad hoc networks, it can result in low data transmission rates and low network
connectivity [76]. Thus, the presence of asymmetric links has been studied from the point of
view of data dissemination in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) [77] and its implications
in geographic routing [78], but the impact on the provision of IP services in the VANET is
yet to be studied. Since previous works have shown that the inclusion of asymmetric links
in the routing decisions may result in a better network performance [76], we consider the
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asymmetric VCN as the foundation for our network model.
With MA-PMIP, we aim at better selecting relays on a per-packet basis and depend-
ing on the directionality of links. Furthermore, we intend to employ the geo-networking
features of the vehicular network, and take advantage of information such as geographical
location and road traffic conditions, in order to enable predictive handovers. The detailed
design goals of our scheme are explained as follows:
- The provision of an IP mobility scheme for multi-hop VCN that integrates location
and road traffic information in order to predict handovers;
- The consideration of asymmetric links in the VCN, in order adapt the geo-networking
routing mechanism depending on the availability of bidirectional links;
- The secure handover signalling when a V2V path is employed to reach the infras-
tructure, so that possible attacks are mitigated without affecting the performance of
the ongoing sessions.
The aforementioned design goals are, to the best of our knowledge, the first to combine a
predictive IP mobility scheme designed for multi-hop asymmetric VCN, with the security
issues of employing I2V2V communications.
In the following sections, we first review the related work and describe our reference
system model (Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively). Next, we introduce the MA-PMIP
scheme (Section 4.4), followed by an analytical evaluation (Section 4.5). After that, we
present extensive simulations results that corroborate the findings from our analytical
evaluation (Section 4.6).
4.2 Related work
IP addressing and mobility solutions for vehicular environments have been studied from
different perspectives. In the case of multi-hop VCN, studies have been proposed to enable
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network mobility (i.e., for providing mobility to all the users in the in-vehicle local network)
based on the Network Mobility Basic Support (NEMO BS) protocol [25], or based on PMIP.
The NEMO-based solutions in [33] and [79], employ a geographic routing protocol to obtain
IP addresses directly from the infrastructure. Geographic routing has been shown to be
effective, to the point that it has been standardized for communications in Intelligent
Transport Systems [56]. Nevertheless, although NEMO BS minimizes the binding update
signalling, it also brings a costly tunneling overhead. Thus, there have been proposals to
balance the tradeoff between these two factors in one-hop scenarios [44]. However, that is
yet to be explored when NEMO BS is extended through multi-hop communications.
On the other hand, since the standard PMIP only supports mobility for a single node,
the solutions in [11,13,80] adapt the protocol to reduce the signalling when a local network
is to be served by the in-vehicle mobile router. Lee et al. [11] propose P-NEMO to maintain
the Internet connectivity at the vehicle, and provides a make-before-break mechanism when
vehicles switch to a new access network. In [80] and [13], the authors propose to forward
solicitations from local users, so that nodes in the local network may obtain addresses
directly from the PMIP domain; the first solution proposes to use a proxy router to forward
such solicitations, whereas the second extends some functionalities for the mobile router to
serve as a mobile MAG, so that it exchanges mobility signalling with the LMA. However,
these works do not address the mobility problem when other vehicles are connected through
multi-hop paths, which is the main concern addressed in this paper.
Although PMIP has a good acceptance for its applicability in vehicular scenarios, it
has an important restriction for its deployment in I2V2V communications. The protocol,
by definition, requires the MN to have a direct connection to the MAG for two reasons.
Firstly, the MAG is expected to detect new connections and disconnections based on one-
hop communications. Secondly, the network-based mobility service should be offered only
after authenticating and authorizing the mobile node for that service; however, those tasks
are assumed to happen over the MAG–MN link, but not in the presence of intermediate
routers [40]. Therefore, it is still necessary to devise a solution in which the multi-hop links
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in the VCN are considered.
Moreover, none of the aforementioned studies explore the problem of security. In the
case of NEMO-based solutions, they let the routing protocol to be responsible for securing
the communications, whereas the PMIP-based solutions rely on the assumption that the
intermediate node —in this case, the proxy mobile router— is by some means a secure
entity in the PMIP domain.
Continuing with the problem of security and authentication schemes for multi-hop
networks, previous works are mainly focused on two different approaches: 1) end-to-end
authentication, which employs a relay node (RN) to only forward the authentication cre-
dentials between mobile node and the infrastructure; and 2) hop-by-hop authentication,
which implements authentication algorithms between every two hops. Following the first
approach, in [81] the MN uses its public key certificate to authenticate itself to the foreign
gateway. On the other hand, the scheme in [82] uses both symmetric key for authenticat-
ing an MN to its home network, and public key for mutual authentication between home
network and foreign network. However, the expensive computation involved with public
key operations tends to increase the end-to-end delay.
Conversely, a symmetric key-based authentication scheme for multi-hop Mobile IP is
proposed in [83]. In that work, an MN authenticates itself to its home authentication
server, which derives a group of keys to be used by the MN. Despite the low computation
and communication overheads, the symmetric key-based schemes cannot achieve as strong
levels of authentication as those achieved by public key-based schemes. This is because
the sharing of the secret key between the two peers increases the chances for adversaries
to identify the shared key. Instead, public key-based schemes create a unique secret key
for each user; hence, it is more difficult for adversaries to identify the keys.
Following the second approach, a mutual authentication that depends on both secret
splitting and self-certified schemes is proposed in [84]. However, both schemes are prone
to DoS attacks. Another scheme for hop-by-hop authentication, called Alpha, is presented
in [85]. In Alpha, the MN signs the messages using a hash chain element as the key for
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signing, and then delays the key disclosure until receiving an acknowledgement from the
intermediate node. Although Alpha protects the network from insider attacks, it suffers
from a high end-to-end delay. A hybrid approach, the adaptive message authentication
scheme (AMA), is proposed in [86]. It adapts the strength of the security checks depending
on the security conditions of the network at the moment of packet forwarding.
Different from the aforementioned authentication schemes, in MA-PMIP we propose a
light-weight mutual authentication scheme to be employed between the source node and the
relay, which mitigates the high delay that is introduced by previous hop-by-hop schemes.
Therefore, the proposed scheme can be used with seamless handover operations in our
multi-hop VCN during the I2V2V communications.
4.3 Reference System
4.3.1 Network Model
A vehicular communications network such as the one shown in Fig. 4.2 is considered.
Connections to the infrastructure are enabled by means of road-side Access Routers (ARs),
each one in charge of a different wireless access network. Vehicles are equipped with wireless
interfaces, as well as GPS systems that feed a location service from which the location of
vehicles is obtained. Beacon messages are employed by vehicles to inform about their
location, direction, speed, acceleration, and traffic events to their neighbors.
We consider the presence of asymmetric links in the VCN (Fig. 4.1). The delivery of
packets is assisted by a geographic routing protocol. To serve this protocol, a location
server stores the location of vehicles, and is available for providing updated responses to
queries made by nodes participating in the routing of packets. In order to forward packets
within the multi-hop VCN, a virtual link between AR and vehicle is created [87]. That
means that a geo-routing header is appended to each packet, where the location and geo-

















Figure 4.2: Network Topology
the hop-by-hop forwarding through multi-hop paths, with no need of processing the IP
headers at the intermediate vehicles.
The ARs service areas are well-defined by the network operator. A well-defined area
means that messages from ARs to the VCN are only forwarded within a certain geo-
graphic area [58]. Each AR announces its services in geocast beacon messages with the
flag AccessRouter activated. The beacons are forwarded through multi-hop paths as long
as the hops are located inside the coordinates indicated by the geocast packet header. In
this way, vehicles in the connected VCN can extract information from the geocast header,
such as AR’s location, AR’s geo-identifier, and the service area limiting coordinates. We
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assume the infrastructure is a planned network with non-overlapping and consecutive ser-
vice areas. Note that, although service areas are consecutive, some locations within them
are not reachable through one-hop connections. This may be caused by weak channel
conditions, and by the asymmetric links between ARs and vehicles.
On the other hand, to ensure the proper operation of the geo-routing protocol and MA-
PMIP, it is required to maintain state information at the entities exchanging IP packets.
The following are the required data structures:
Neighbors Table: stores information about the neighboring nodes. The table indicates
a link type —unidirectional or bidirectional— for each neighbor. A node detects the
bidirectional links in the following way: incoming links are verified when beacon messages
are received from neighbors (i.e., this node can hear its neighbors); outward links are
verified by checking the neighbors’ locations and the node’s transmission power, in order
to calculate if such neighbors are inside the radio range (i.e., the neighbors can hear this
node). The table is stored by vehicles and ARs.
Default gateway table: stores information about the AR in the current service area. It
contains the AR’s geo-identifier and the service area coordinates. If the destination of a
packet is an external node, the geographic routing forwards the packet toward the default
gateway indicated in this table. Then, the AR routes the packet to its final destination.
The table is stored by vehicles.
We only consider IP-based applications accessed from the VCN. Such applications are
hosted in external networks that may be private (for dedicated content), or public, such
as the Internet. Since we have selected PMIP for handling the IP mobility in the network,
all the ARs are assumed to belong to a single PMIP domain. The AR and MAG are
co-located in our model. Therefore, the terms AR and MAG are used interchangeably in
the following sections.
Different from [58], in our scheme the AR does not send Router Advertisement (RA)
messages announcing the IP prefix to vehicles in the service area. Instead, when a vehicle
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joins the network for the first time, individual IP prefixes are allocated through PMIP.
It is required by MA-PMIP to obtain this initial IP configuration only when a one-hop
connection exists between vehicle and MAG, so that authentication material is securely
exchanged for future handovers of the vehicle over multi-hop paths. Note that a one-hop
connection is only established when a bidirectional link exists between the two entities.
4.3.2 Threat and Trust Models
We consider both internal and external adversaries to be present during I2V2V commu-
nications. Internal adversaries are legitimate users who exploit their legitimacy to harm
other users. Two types of internal adversaries are defined: impersonation and colluder.
The former impersonates another MN’s identity and sends neighbor discovery messages
such as Router Solicitation through the relay node. The latter colludes with other domain
users in order to identify the shared secret key between two legitimate users.
External adversaries are unauthorized users who aim at identifying the secret key and
breaking the authentication scheme. We consider replay, man-in-the-middle (MITM), and
denial of service (DoS) attacks as external adversaries. The goal of the MITM and replay
attacks is to identify a shared key between two legitimate users, while the goal of DoS
attack is to exhaust the system resources. In our model, we assume the LMA and MAG
entities to be trusted nodes.
4.4 Multi-hop Authenticated Proxy Mobile IP Scheme
(MA-PMIP)
In this section, we introduce the basic and predictive operation of MA-PMIP, the handling




The signalling of MA-PMIP for initial IP configuration follows the one defined by the
standard PMIP. Once the vehicle joins the domain for the first time, it sends Router
Solicitation(RS) messages, which are employed by the MAG as a hint for detecting the
new connection. Once the PMIP signalling has been completed, the MAG announces the
IP prefix in a unicast RA message delivered to the vehicle over the one-hop connection.
In order to enable communications from the in-vehicle local network, the MR may obtain
additional prefixes by means of prefix delegation [88] or prefix division [89], as it is currently
proposed at the IETF for network mobility support with PMIP.
Fig. 4.3 shows the basic MA-PMIP signalling employed when a vehicle experiences
a handover through a relay. The movement detection could be triggered by any of the
following events: 1) the vehicle has started receiving AR geocast messages with a geo-
identifier different from the one registered in the default gateway table; or 2) the vehicle
has detected its current location falls outside the service area of the registered AR. If
the vehicle losses one-hop connection toward the MAG, but it is still inside the registered
service area, then no IP mobility signalling is required and packets are forwarded by means
of the geo-routing protocol.
After movement detection, the RS message is an indicator for others (i.e., relay vehicle
and MAG) of the vehicle’s intention to re-establish a connection in the PMIP domain.
Thus, an authentication is required to ensure that both nodes source and relay are legiti-
mate and are not performing any of the attacks described in Section 4.3.2. Details of the
authentication procedure are later explained in section 4.4.4. Once the nodes are authen-
ticated, the RS packet is forwarded until it reaches the MAG, and the PMIP signalling is
























Figure 4.3: Handover through I2V2V communications in MA-PMIP
4.4.2 Predictive handovers
We propose a prediction mechanism that enables a faster handover procedure, which takes
advantage of the location information available in the VCN. It consists of an estimation
of the time at which the vehicle will move to a new service area, and is coupled with the
recently standardized Fast handovers for Proxy Mobile IPv6 [FPMIP] (RFC 5949 [42]).
FPMIP in predictive mode defines the signalling between previous MAG (PMAG) and
new MAG (NMAG) for pre-establishing a tunnel and forwarding the data packets to the
new access network. This aims at minimizing packet losses when the mobile node loses
connectivity in both previous and new access networks. Once the node is detected in the
new access network, the NMAG forwards the buffered packets to the node, and signals the
LMA so that the MAG-to-MAG tunnel can be deactivated.
We do not introduce any changes to the standard FPMIP. Instead, the extensions neces-
sary at the PMAG for estimating the time at which the handover will occur are introduced.
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Figure 4.4: Prediction Mechanism for Fast Handovers in MA-PMIP
posed predictive mechanism works for both one-hop and multi-hop connected vehicles in
the VCN, and is meant to be enabled only for those vehicles that have active communica-
tions. For inactive vehicles that handover across the PMIP domain, they may follow the
basic MA-PMIP signalling described in Section 4.4.1.
The prediction process is depicted in Fig. 4.4 and explained in detail as follows. The
PMAG queries the location of a vehicle for which a packet has to be delivered. That infor-
mation is retrieved from the location server, together with the destination vehicle’s velocity
and traffic density (i.e., vehicles per meter). The latter is calculated by the location server
based on the information received about vehicles in that particular service area. In order
to estimate the time at which the handover will occur, we construct a weighted average
that considers two aspects: the current driving characteristics at the destination vehicle
(i.e., current or last reported velocity vr), and the average flow velocity vavg determined
from traffic conditions. According to the Greenshields model, the average flow velocity








where k is the traffic density, kjam is the density associated with a completely stopped
traffic flow, and vf corresponds to the free-flow speed, i.e., the road speed limit. Therefore,
we calculate the estimated vehicle’s velocity as follows:
vest = (1− κ)× vr + κ× vavg. (4.2)
If there exists a bidirectional link to the destination vehicle, the PMAG obtains the
current velocity vr from the Neighbors Table. Otherwise, it uses the last reported velocity
that is retrieved from the location server. The value for κ could be adjusted at the service
area level, according to different priorities. For example, a value of κ = 0.875 could be
employed for a service area in which drive-thru traffic is dominant (i.e., not an area where
vehicles typically park), so that velocity is mostly determined by the road density. It is
important to note that since vr is close to a “real-time” report of the current velocity, it
encloses not only the velocity due to past traffic conditions, but also the isolated driver’s
behavior.
Once vest is estimated, the time to reach the edge of the service area level is easily
calculated as test = dest/vest, where dest corresponds to the Euclidean distance from the
current location of the vehicle to the edge of the service area. We then form a heuristic to
make the following decision: if the time to reach the edge is less than the one determined
by a threshold value, the PMAG initiates the signalling for FPMIP depicted in Fig. 4.4.
After the vehicle moves to the new service area, it sends the RS message as a result of
the movement detection, and the tunnel between LMA and NMAG is set for the normal
routing of traffic to the vehicle’s new location.
4.4.3 Handling of asymmetric links
The asymmetric links in MA-PMIP are detected and handled in two different layers: 1)
at the network layer, by means of the Neighbor Discovery protocol and the Neighbor
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Unreachability Detection mechanism [54]; and 2) at the geo-networking layer, which follows
the procedure described in Section 4.3.1 for the link type identification.
MA-PMIP employs the two mechanisms in order to react to the directionality of links
during the delivery of IP packets. For instance, consider an IP application that requires
a bidirectional link for its proper operation. We then assume IP packets are marked by
the application server to indicate the required application’s directionality. Such a marking
could be set in the Flow Label field of the IPv6 header. In case the server does not
employ/support flow labeling, the LMA may still set the mark by checking the transport
protocol in the IP packet header. In either case, the LMA codes the directionality in the
Flow Label field of the outer header of packets sent in the tunnel LMA → MAG. In this
way, the MAG has the necessary information for routing the packets accordingly in the
VCN.
Before packets are forwarded, the MAG checks the directionality requirement for each
packet and proceeds as follows:
Bidirectional flow
- If Neighbor Discovery detects the destination vehicle is disconnected from the MAG,
the packet is discarded unless the prediction mechanism has been activated.
- Else, if the vehicle is still connected, the packet is delivered to the geo-networking
layer to continue with routing.
Unidirectional flow
- If the prediction mechanism has been activated, then forward the packet accordingly.
- Else, the packet is delivered to the geo-networking layer to continue with routing.
Once the geo-networking layer receives a packet, it employs the information in Neighbors
Table to select relays that are close to the destination. If the flow of packets requires
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bidirectionality, the selected relays are additionally filtered depending if they are set as
bidirectional in the Neighbors Table. This combined routing metric distance/type-of-link
is employed in both directions: from MAG to destination vehicle, and from destination
vehicle to MAG.
4.4.4 Authentication
As depicted in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, an authentication scheme should be employed to
mutually authenticate the roaming vehicle (also known as Mobile Router [MR]) and the
relay vehicle (RN). In this way, the signalling related to the handover process is protected
against the threats identified in Section 4.3.2. Therefore, MA-PMIP integrates the Ef-
ficient Mutual Multi-hop Mobile Authentication (EM3A) scheme for PMIP Networks we
have introduced in [90]. The authentication mechanism employs the concept of symmetric
polynomials, which has been used in decentralized key generation schemes for arbitrary
nodes in a heterogeneous network [91,92]. However, the proposed authentication increases
the secrecy level achieved by the previous symmetric polynomial schemes. In MA-PMIP,
the secrecy increases from t to t× 2n, where n is the number of MAGs in the domain, and
t is the degree of the network polynomials.
EM3A consists of three main phases: key establishment phase, for establishing and
distributing keys; registration phase, for obtaining the secure material from the PMIP
domain; and authentication phase, for mutually authenticating the MR and the RN. During
the first phase, the LMA generates a domain symmetric polynomial F (w, x, y, z), which
is evaluated for each MAG’s identity and sent to every MAG. The polynomial function
received at each MAG, F (IDMAGi , x, y, z), i = 1, 2, ...., n, is later used for keys generation
at the MNs in a decentralized manner.
Then, at the registration phase, a vehicle that connects for the first time in the PMIP
domain, receives the polynomial F (IDFMAG, IDMR, y, z) from the MAG (which has been
evaluated for the identity of the First MAG and the MR’s identity), along with the list of
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valid MAGs in the domain. In this way, during the authentication phase, the MR and RN
generate a shared key and authenticate each other through a challenge-response scheme,
which consists of a three-way hand shake [90]:
1. The MR sends its own credentials attached to the Router Solicitation message to the
RN.
2. The RN verifies the MR’s identity, creates a challenge message encrypted with the
generated shared key, and sends it to the MR.
3. The MR verifies the RN’s identity and responses to MR in an encrypted message
employing the shared key.
Once the authentication phase is completed, the RN forwards the MR’s router solici-
tation message to the MAG, which allows for MA-PMIP to continue its operation and to
maintain seamless communication. In this way, MA-PMIP thwarts both the internal and
external adversaries identified in Section 4.3.2.
4.5 Analytical evaluation of MA-PMIP
In this section, we evaluate the performance of MA-PMIP with respect to the following
metrics:
• Location update signalling cost : Traffic load necessary to update the current location
of the vehicle (e.g., PBU/PBA, BU/BA messages).
• Packet delivery cost : Overhead traffic necessary to deliver a data packet to its final
destination (e.g., an IP tunnel header).
• Handover delay : The elapsed time from the moment the vehicle looses connection
at the old location, to the moment it is able to resume the transmission/reception of
data packets at the new location.
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To calculate these metrics, we describe the vehicle’s mobility based on a fluid flow
model, and calculate the probability α(i) of the vehicle crossing i service areas during
an IP session [11]. We have chosen the MANET-centric NEMO (MANEMO) scheme [33],
introduced in Section 4.2, for comparison purposes. Both MANEMO and MA-PMIP enable
IP mobility in multi-hop VCN scenarios, and consider communications from the in-vehicle
local network. MA-PMIP by default employs authentication and predictive handovers.
However, we also analyze the MA-PMIP Basic operation.
Further security analysis, as well as the computation and communication overheads
introduced by the authentication mechanism described in Section 4.4.4 can be found in [90].
4.5.1 Location update and packet delivery cost
Assume the infrastructure is composed of N service areas and each area is served by one
AR. Each well-defined area is square-shaped, with perimeter D and area A. The service
area residence time (i.e., the time a vehicle spends inside a service area) is assumed to have
a general distribution fSA(t) with mean 1/µ. According to the fluid flow model, the service
area crossing rate µ can be calculated as µ = vD/(πA), where v indicates the average
velocity, and π indicates the vehicle’s direction.
Since the IP services are mainly for the downloading of information from servers in the
infrastructure, only incoming data sessions are considered for simplicity of the analysis.
Sessions have an average length of L (packets), with exponentially distributed inter-session
arrival times, and arriving at an average rate λI . Each vehicle has independent and iden-
tically distributed session arrival rates.
The inter-session arrival time is defined as the elapsed time between the arrival of the
first data packet of a session and the arrival of the next session’s first data packet. During



















[1− f ∗SA(λI)] if i = 0,
1
ρs
[1− f ∗SA(λI)]2[f ∗SA(λI)]i−1 if i > 0,
(4.3)
where ρs = λI/µ indicates the session to mobility ratio, and f
∗
SA(λI) is the Laplace trans-
form of the service area residence time distribution [44].
The distances between network elements (i.e., number of intermediate hops) are shown
in Fig. 4.5 by dLMA, dHA, and dMAGs. The latter, dMAGs, is the number of hops between
previous MAG and next MAG, whereas dHA and dLMA are the number of hops for the AR to
reach the anchor point. On the other hand, n indicates the number of links of the multi-hop
path traversed by signalling messages, and ω is the relative weight of transmitting packets
over a wireless link. Although wireless links only have one-hop distance, the weight factor
indicates their high cost compared to links in the wired network.
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The location update signalling cost per handover, BU , is obtained according to the
number of hops the signalling messages have to cross to reach the anchor point (i.e., LMA
in MA-PMIP, and Home Agent in MANEMO). It is calculated as follows:
BUMA-PMIP = dMAGs × P + dLMA × UMA-PMIP, (4.4)
BUMA-PMIP(Basic) = dLMA × UMA-PMIP, (4.5)
BUMANEMO = (n× ω + dHA)UMANEMO, (4.6)
where P is the size (bytes) of the Handover Indicator/Handover Ack messages in the MA-
PMIP with predictive handover, and U is the size (bytes) of Binding Update/Binding Ack
(BU/BA) and PBU/PBA messages. Note that the PBU/PBA messages in (4.4) and (4.5)
are only transmitted at the infrastructure side, as defined by the PMIP standard. In the
contrary, MANEMO’s signalling is transmitted in the wireless domain.
The total location update signalling cost, CBU (bytes*hops), incurred by a vehicle




i×BU × α(i), (4.7)
where BU is replaced by (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6), accordingly. The crossing probability, α(i),
is calculated from (4.3).
The delivery overhead cost per packet, PD, accounts for extra information and extra
links traversed when delivering a data packet from a server to the vehicle. It is computed
as follows:
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PDMA-PMIP = dserver + β(H(dLMA + dMAGs) + (n× ω))
+(1− β)(H × dLMA + (n× ω)), (4.8)
PDMA-PMIP(Basic) = dserver +H × dLMA + (n× ω), (4.9)
PDMANEMO = dserver +H(dHA + n× ω), (4.10)
where dserver is the distance from the application server to the anchor point, and H is the
size of the tunnelling IP header.
In (4.8), β represents the portion of packets that traverse the extra PMAG-to-NMAG
tunnel, before the vehicle is fully detected at the new location during predictive handovers
(Fig. 4.4). Although MANEMO and MA-PMIP (Basic) require data packets to traverse
the same number of hops, i.e., if LMA and Home Agent are equally distanced from the AR,
the packets in (4.10) are encapsulated up to the destination vehicle. Instead, MA-PMIP
(Basic) employs the tunnel only between LMA and serving MAG.
The total packet delivery cost, CPD (bytes*hops), considers the number of active hosts
m in the in-vehicle network, and the average session length L (packets). L depends on the
downloading data rate γ, the packet size S, and the inter-session arrival rate λI . Thus,
CPD is calculated as follows:
CPD = m× PD × L, (4.11)
where PD is replaced by (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), accordingly.
The total cost CT is obtained by adding the total location update and total packet
delivery cost of each scheme. Therefore, CT is expressed by:
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CT = CBU + CPD. (4.12)
4.5.2 Handover delay
We quantify the delay DHD incurred during a handover event as DHD = tL2+tMD+tBU+a.
The layer 2 connection delay is represented by tL2, tMD is the movement detection delay,
tBU is the location update delay, and a is the anchor point’s processing time. Suppose
tL2 and a are equivalent in MANEMO and MA-PMIP, so they can be neglected for the
comparison. The movement detection is completed when an RS message is received by
the AR at the new location. Thus, when employing MANEMO, a vehicle first exchanges
RS/RA messages, and then sends the location update signalling to the Home Agent. We
calculate tMD and tBU of MANEMO as follows:
tMANEMOMD = 2nτ, (4.13)
tMANEMOBU = 2nτ +RTTAR-HA, (4.14)
where τ corresponds to the delay between transmission and reception of a data packet in
the wireless domain. τ depends on the propagation delay δ, the link speed C, and the
access delay due to contention Tw. The round-trip-time between AR and Home Agent,
RTTAR-HA, considers the time it takes to exchange BU/BA messages.
Conversely, when MA-PMIP (Basic) is employed, the MAG triggers a location update
as soon as the RS is received. Nonetheless, we have to consider the extra delay imposed





MD = nτ + AUTH, (4.15)
t
MA-PMIP (Basic)
BU = RTTMAG-LMA + nτ, (4.16)
where AUTH = 2τ + 2(Tk + Te). AUTH considers the delays for key generation, Tk, and
for encryption/decryption, Te. Moreover, when MA-PMIP with predictive handovers is
employed, packets have been redirected to the new location during the handover. Hence,
the reception of packets is resumed immediately after the movement detection is completed.
Consequently, the delay calculations are derived as follows:
tMA-PMIPMD = nτ + AUTH, (4.17)
tMA-PMIPBU = 0. (4.18)
4.5.3 Numerical Results
Numerical results are obtained based on the values presented in Table 4.1. The service
area residence times are assumed to follow an exponential distribution [11]. Fig. 4.6 shows
that MA-PMIP and MA-PMIP (Basic) achieve less location update cost compared with
MANEMO. In particular, Fig. 4.6a shows that the difference among the schemes becomes
larger for increasing values of ρ, i.e., for longer residence times compared with the session
length.
However, a different behavior is observed when ρ becomes extremely large. In such
a case, the longer session lengths dominate compared with mobility (Fig. 4.6b), and the
three schemes tend to reduce the location update cost. It is also observed that the reduced
packet losses in the predictive MA-PMIP, come at the cost of a nearly 30% increase of
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Table 4.1: MA-PMIP Cost and Handover Delay Parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
D 700m A 490Km2
ω 2 n 2
1/λI 10s–800s N 50
dHA 3hops dLMA 3hops
dserver 8hops dMAGs 1hop




H 40bytes β 5%
m 5hosts γ 150Kbps–1Mpbs
S 1024bytes δ + S/C 2.5ms
Tw 0ms–5ms RTTAR-HA 10ms
RTTMAG-LMA 10ms RTTPMAG-NMAG 10ms
Tk 3µs Te 2µs
location signalling cost when compared with MA-PMIP (Basic).
We study the impact of different session lengths (packets) in the packet delivery cost.
Different downloading data rates and sessions arrival rates are considered for this study.
Fig. 4.7 shows how the packet delivery cost naturally increases for longer data sessions.
However, MA-PMIP still outperforms MANEMO with a reduced cost. Based on the same
figure, it is observed that the packet overhead introduced by the prediction mechanism is
almost equivalent to the basic MA-PMIP. This is because only a percentage of packets are
affected by the double encapsulation when the MAG-to-MAG tunnel is employed.
Furthermore, we calculate the total cost gain as CT (MANEMO)/CT (MA-PMIP). Since
the results obtained in Fig. 4.6b shows a decreasing difference among the different location
update costs, we employ the cost gain to demonstrate that even when the three schemes
behave similar for large values of ρ, the total reduction in cost is still dominated by the
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(a) Different velocities 1λI =600s
and v=110Km/h–30Km/h


























(b) Different session lengths v=50Km/h
and 1λI =800s–10s
Figure 4.6: MA-PMIP Location Update Comparison
























(a) Different rates γ=200Kbps–1Mbps,
S=300B, and 1λI =600s



























Figure 4.7: MA-PMIP Packet Delivery Comparison
reduced packet delivery overhead. Fig. 4.8a illustrates that the gain becomes stable when
ρ becomes large. Both MA-PMIP and MA-PMIP (Basic) achieve less than half of the total
cost of MANEMO.
Although we introduce additional signalling for authenticating the handovers through
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(a) Cost gain comparison, 1λI =800s–10s,
v=50Km/h, S=300B, and γ=150Kbps



















(b) Handover Delay, Tw=0ms–5ms and
δ + S/C=2.5ms
Figure 4.8: MA-PMIP Cost gain and Handover delay
I2V2V communications, the MA-PMIP handover delay remains lower than the one in
MANEMO, even though the latter does not consider any authentication mechanism. This
behavior is illustrated in Fig. 4.8b. It is observed that the additional signalling employed
by MA-PMIP with predictive handovers (Fig. 4.6) significantly reduces the handover delay
(Fig. 4.8b). Thus, the reception of data packets is resumed near 2 times faster than in
MA-PMIP (Basic), and 2.3–3 times faster than in MANEMO.
4.6 Experimental evaluation
We have performed OMNeT++ [73] simulations to corroborate the analytical evaluation
presented in Section 4.5. The MiXiM [93] and INET [94] packages are used for simulating
wireless communications and the TCP/IP stack, respectively. We have implemented the
MA-PMIP and MA-PMIP (Basic) schemes, which are compared with the implementations
of MANEMO [33] and the standard PMIP [40].
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4.6.1 Proof of concept
A simulation scenario where the ARs are evenly distributed over a road segment, and the
vehicle of interest is moving at a constant average speed vr, is employed for our proof of
concept [33]. The vehicle connects through 1-hop and 2-hop paths with the infrastructure,
in order to download IP packets from an external application server. In every handover,
we consider the worst-case scenario in which every time the vehicle joins a new AR, it first
connects through a relay. Hence, the MA-PMIP’s authentication is performed before the
forwarding of Router Solicitation is completed.
Nodes in the VCN consume a transmission power near 1/10 smaller than the one
consumed by ARs, which conveys the asymmetric links between vehicles and ARs. In a
free-space path loss environment, the values employed for transmission power lead to radio
ranges near 150m and 500m, for vehicles and ARs, respectively. Moreover, we employ the
Two-Ray Interference model —an measurement-based enhanced version of the Two Ray
ground propagation model for VANETs [95]— for the simulation of radio wave propagation.
The simulation and road traffic parameters are provided in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respec-
tively. Although we employ a generic 802.11 technology in our simulations, MA-PMIP is
agnostic to the WLAN technology employed at the MAC/PHY layer. Furthermore, the
downstream throughput and handover delay are evaluated considering three types of traf-
fic: Constant Bit Rate (CBR) bidirectional, Variable Bit Rate (VBR) bidirectional, and
VBR unidirectional. The first two account for applications that require a bidirectional link;
CBR represents best-effort traffic (low-to-medium data rate), such as Internet browsing or
emails fetching, and VBR represents more demanding applications with medium-to-high
data rates. Unidirectional VBR traffic requires only a one-way connection for the delivery
of UDP packets after the session has been established, such as in video streaming. All
simulation results are plotted with the 95% confidence interval.
The throughput comparisons are shown in Fig. 5.17. The performance observed in Fig.
4.9a shows that MA-PMIP (Basic) and MANEMO are almost equivalent in the case of
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Tx power 2.3mW/25mW (vehicles/AR)
Antennas’ height 1.5m/3m (vehicles/AR)
Sensitivity -80dBm
MAC Layer






Network Layer Router Adv rate uniform(0.5s,1.5s)
Application Layer
Bidirectional CBR (best-effort) γ=150Kbps
Bidirectional VBR (video-conferencing) γ=384Kbps
Unidirectional VBR (streaming) γ=512Kbps
VBR σγ=0.010s











CBR traffic. This is because with low data rates (1pkt/16ms), the handover delay in the
two schemes becomes almost transparent to the flow of packets. However, the extended
coverage of the link vehicle→AR, provided by the geo-networking layer, allows for a longer
reception of packets and a reduction of 27% of packet losses compared with the standard
PMIP. Nevertheless, both MANEMO and MA-PMIP (Basic) suffer from packet losses as
soon as the bidirectional link is lost, when the vehicle is unable to connect to a relay that
may establish a link toward the infrastructure. Such problem is alleviated by the prediction
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vr=35Km/h ∼ 65Km/h (urban)




Road type Straight road – two lanes
AR inter-distance 1000m
feature in MA-PMIP. Since packets are buffered at the new location, MA-PMIP allows for
a near lossless reception of packets.
Similar results are obtained with VBR traffic. However, Fig. 4.9b and Fig. 4.9c
show that, for increasing data rates, the performance of MA-PMIP (Basic) outperforms
the one of MANEMO. This is mainly due to an increase of γ, which is more sensitive to
the handover delay. Such handover is illustrated in Fig. 4.10, which shows the average
total delay accumulated from the handovers experienced during the simulation runs. As
expected, the total delay of all schemes increases with the increase in velocity. This is due
to the vehicle traversing the service areas at a higher rate (i.e., there are reduced residence
times); hence, the signalling for handover is exchanged more often. Nevertheless, it can
be observed that MA-PMIP and MA-PMIP (Basic) result in a reduced delay. MA-PMIP
achieves the lowest delay thanks to the proactive signalling, which allows for the resumption
of the flow of packets as soon as the Router Solicitation message is forwarded to the MAG
in the new service area.
4.6.2 Buffering during predictive handovers
One of the salient features of MA-PMIP is the ability to forward packets in advance to
the new service area where the vehicle is roaming. However, this mechanism requires to
have storage space for the buffering of packets at the NMAG. Thus, we evaluate the packet
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(a) Bidirectional CBR best-effort traffic, γ=150Kbps



























(b) Bidirectional VBR traffic, γ=384Kbps



























(c) Unidirectional VBR traffic, γ=512Kbps
Figure 4.9: Throughput for different types of traffic vs. Inter-handover time
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(a) Bidirectional CBR best-effort traffic, γ=150Kbps



































(b) Bidirectional VBR traffic, γ=384Kbps


































(c) Unidirectional VBR traffic, γ=512Kbps
Figure 4.10: Total handover delay for different types of traffic vs. Average speed
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losses due to different buffer sizes in the NMAG, in order to have an insight of the space
required for an application to perceive a lossless flow of packets. In our test scenario, the
vehicle is moving at an average speed of vr=50Km/h, and is downloading CBR best-effort
traffic at a rate γ=150Kbps.
Fig. 4.11 shows the percentage of packet losses when we limit the NMAG’s buffer size
from 100 to 5000 packets. In our example application, a buffer of approximately 1500
packets (i.e., 450KB for packet sizes of 300bytes) would be enough to maintain seamless
communications. The buffer size employed in real deployments should consider scalability
issues when the density is high and several vehicles at a time trigger the predictive handover.
Nonetheless, it should be considered that, for real time applications that are sensitive to
delay, the predictive handover only helps on reducing the signalling after the vehicle roams
to the new service area, since the buffering of real-time application packets is not applicable
in this case.















Figure 4.11: MA-PMIP packet losses due to buffer overflow.
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4.6.3 A more realistic simulation scenario
After our proof-of-concept of a vehicle moving at a constant average speed, we now employ
a more realistic scenario in which all nodes, i.e., vehicles and relays, are traveling at variable
speeds on a two-lane highway. The velocity is controlled every ∆t according to the formula:
v(t+ ∆t) = min[max(v(t) + ∆v, 0), vf ], (4.19)
where ∆v =uniform(−a ∗∆t, a ∗∆t). The change of speed is given by the acceleration a,
but the resulting speed is always bounded by the maximum speed of the highway vf [96].
The details of the road traffic parameters employed in this scenario are presented in Table
4.4. We maintain the constrain of 2-hops maximum for the geo-routing layer to forward a
packet in the wireless domain.
The throughput and handover delay are evaluated for IP applications with CBR bidirec-
tional and VBR unidirectional traffic. By employing different road densities and velocities,
we check the effectiveness of delivering packets when the relay selected for forwarding varies
from one packet to the next one. The road densities employed during simulations are all
classified as non-congested flow conditions, ranging from reasonable free-flow to stable traf-
fic [97]. Fig. 4.12a shows that MA-PMIP still achieves a throughput close to the original
downloading data rate γ. We can observe that even when the density plays an important
Table 4.4: MA-PMIP New Road traffic Parameters
Density




Acceleration 10% ∗ vf
Change of lane disabled
Road type Straight road – two lanes
AR inter-distance 1000m
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(a) Throughput vs. road density






Distance to AR (m)
 
 






















(b) Packets received at different distances, density=20v/Km/lane
Figure 4.12: MA-PMIP in a realistic highway scenario
role in finding available relays to reach the infrastructure, our scheme is able to adapt to
the road traffic conditions, specially because the geographical protocol takes the forwarding
decision on a per-packet basis. The throughputs shown in Fig. 4.12a, which are obtained
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from fully mobile and variable traffic conditions, are consistent with the results obtained
in the simulated proof of concept (Fig. 5.17).
Furthermore, Fig. 4.12b illustrates the average percentage of delivered packets for
different distances between the vehicle and the AR. It is observed that the majority of
packets are delivered when the node is more than one-hop away from the AR (distance> r).
This is due to the predictive mechanism, in which the buffered packets are delivered as soon
as the vehicle handovers through a two-hop connection in the new service area. Since we
have limited the multi-hop paths to two hops, there are no packets received for distances
larger than 300m.
4.7 Summary
This chapter has presented MA-PMIP, a scheme designed for enabling secure roaming of
IP applications in multi-hop vehicular environments. Different from traditional IP mo-
bility management schemes, which consider one-hop connections to the infrastructure, we
have allowed for multi-hop communications, and have enhanced the performance of Proxy
Mobile IP (PMIP) accordingly. The mobility protocol is coupled with a geo-networking
layer for the routing of packets, and it employs the information available in the VCN, such
as geographical location and road density, to predict handover events.
Furthermore, we have taken into account the asymmetric links typically encountered in
VCN, and have adapted MA-PMIP to detect an react to the directionality of links. In this
way, MA-PMIP takes advantage of multi-hop paths to achieve an extended bidirectional
communication between vehicles and the infrastructure. Last, but not least, we have
provided an efficient authentication mechanism so that IP applications can be securely
handover along different IP networks. The results obtained from analytical evaluation,
and experimental simulations in realistic highway scenarios, have shown the effectiveness
of MA-PMIP to maintain near lossless flows of packets for vehicles with ongoing IP sessions.
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One of the main advantages of employing PMIP is that it confines the signalling to the
infrastructure side. However, the main limitation is that mobility is only supported within
a single PMIP domain, which in practice means mobility within a single administrative
domain (e.g., one network operator). Since the VCN is expected to be heterogeneous in
nature, in the following chapter we expand the mobility support to a global domain, so that








In Chapters 3 and 4, we have focused on multi-hop communications based on vehicles that
employ other vehicles to enable seamless IP communications in the VCN. However, another
type of multi-hop communications appears when the in-vehicle network consist of nodes
that are, by definition, also mobile. For example, passengers traveling on a bus may access
the Internet from their tablet or laptop, using the local WiFi network available inside the
bus. Later, when a passenger leaves the bus, he/she should be able to transfer his/her on-
going sessions to the WiFi network at the bus station, even if the latter network belongs to
a different IP network (or a different network operator). Such an example belongs to the
problem of providing continuous Internet access for nodes in a heterogeneous urban VCN.
An urban VCN typically involves computers and entertainment systems installed in
vehicles, buses, or trains, and mobile devices being used by passengers or by people com-
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muting between terminal stations. All these mobile devices have communication capabil-
ities, and they use the Internet to access services and applications available in the public
network. Thus, one of the major challenges in VCN is to enable the continuity of the
communications when the node changes its Internet connection, not only across dissimilar
access networks (e.g., from 3G to WiFi), but also across different administrative domains
(i.e., from network operator A to network operator B).
Efficient mobility management mechanisms are required to ensure the continuity of
communications in VCN. The requirements of such mechanisms are defined depending on:
the extension of the area where the mobile node is moving, and the mobility profile of the
node (i.e., high, medium, or low mobility). First, if nodes are moving within the same ad-
ministrative domain, QoS provisioning [98], and fast handovers such as the one introduced
in Chapter 4, are desired. Second, when nodes move across different administrative do-
mains, in addition to the described requirements, the mobility management scheme should
adapt to support different types of access networks and different administrative policies.
Therefore, in this chapter we discuss the design of a new hybrid scheme for global
mobility management in a urban VCN. The standard mobility protocols introduced by
the IETF, such as the recently updated Mobility Support in IPv6 (MIP) [24], NEMO Ba-
sic Support (NEMO BS) [25], and Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIP) [40], were not specifically
designed for urban vehicular scenarios. MIP and NEMO BS provide global mobility sup-
port, but they tend to use suboptimal routes and to introduce an end-to-end delay that
severely affects real-time applications. On the other hand, in previous chapters we have
introduced adaptations to the standard PMIP protocol, for making it usable in multi-hop
VCN. However, the base protocol is still limited to mobility within a single administrative
domain.
Our proposed hybrid scheme aims at enabling the interworking between host-based and
network-based mobility support, by means of the interaction between PMIP and the Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) [99] (see Section 2.1.3). HIP by itself allows for global mobility,
because it defines the signalling for end-to-end mobility when one (or both) peers experience
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a change of IP address. However, we aim at taking advantage of the reduced signalling
overhead when the localized mobility is managed by PMIP (i.e., when the node is moving
within the same administrative domain). Consequently, the design goals of our hybrid
global mobility scheme are the following:
- To allow for seamless communications when a change in the global end-to-end routing
of packets is caused by nodes in the VCN moving across different administrative
domains. The proposed scheme should consider handovers over heterogeneous access
networks, mobile devices with multiple wireless interfaces, and nodes with different
patterns of mobility (e.g., pedestrian vs. vehicular mobility).
- To reduce the signalling overhead caused by location updates in the global mobility
scenario, by enabling efficient transmission of updates when nodes move inside one
administrative domain, and by clustering the mobility signalling for (mobile) nodes
traveling in the in-vehicle mobile network.
Furthermore, our proposed HIP/PMIP interworking scheme intends to benefit two types
of users: legacy nodes that depend on the vehicle’s mobile router (MR) to support mobility,
and HIP-enabled nodes that manage their own end-to-end mobility. The first type of user
represents any computer installed in a vehicle, train, or bus, and travels all the time
attached to the same MR. It could also represent a passenger’s end device (e.g., a laptop
or tablet) that relies on the MR for the support of mobility inside and across different
domains. The second type represents end devices of passengers (or pedestrians), which
already have HIP for mobility support. The fact that these nodes support HIP gives
them more independency in the network. Hence, it is possible for them to move their
connections from one MR to another. For example, an HIP-enabled node may transfer an
active connection from the MR in a train, to the WiFi access router at the train station.
Another example is a passenger switching between two different bus routes, and transferring
the IP sessions in his/her tablet, from the first bus’ wireless network, to the second bus’
wireless network.
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In the following sections, we start by providing a brief survey of previous works that
address the problem of global IP mobility in vehicular networks (Section 5.2). Next, we
describe our system model (Section 5.3), and introduce our hybrid HIP/PMIP interworking
scheme (Section 5.4). Finally, we provide performance analysis (Section 5.5) and simulation
results (Section 5.6) that demonstrate the improvements and effectiveness achieved by our
proposed scheme.
5.2 Related Work
In this section, we describe previous works that extend/improve well-known mobility man-
agement protocols for urban vehicular scenarios.
Numerous studies, based on adaptations to MIP, NEMO BS, and PMIP, are proposed to
support global mobility for nodes that may eventually leave the mobile network. In MIRON
[27], the mobile router uses NEMO BS, whereas the mobility-enabled nodes in the mobile
network employ MIP. The mobile node configures a topologically valid Care of Address
directly from the infrastructure, to avoid double tunneling of packets (i.e., one to the
MR’s Home Agent and another to the mobile node’s home agent). An address delegation
with network access authentication is employed for the care of address assignment, so that
mobile nodes can trigger their own route optimization procedure in a secure manner.
A solution for enabling inter-domain handovers with PMIP is proposed in [100]. This
solution introduces a new element, the iMAG, which is a normal MAG located between
the two different PMIP domains. This iMAG performs a layer 3 inter-domain procedure
before the layer 2 inter-domain handover is completed. Hence, by the time the mobile
node completes the new L2 connection, the information has already been updated in the
new domain. A similar solution that uses a tunnel between LMA’s of different domains is
presented in [101]. Although the two solutions enable global mobility based on PMIP, they
require some pre-agreement between the administrative domains for putting in place the
domain-connecting elements. Furthermore, they do not define a mechanism for clustering
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the mobility signalling when a number of mobile nodes travel together in a mobile network.
The latter problem is addressed in [13], where the authors propose an adaptation to PMIP
for the support of mobile networks. The solution focuses on automotive scenarios, and
reduces the signalling overhead caused by a number of mobility-enabled nodes traveling in
the in-vehicle network. However, N-PMIP does not consider the handover of nodes across
different administrative domains.
The problem of broken communications due to changes of IP addresses can also be
addressed by separating identifier and locator roles in IP addresses, as proposed by HIP.
Since HIP provides a mechanism to maintain the communications independent of changing
the IP addresses, it is also considered a global mobility management protocol. A solution to
reduce the signalling overhead of HIP in a micro-mobility scenario is presented by Novaczki
et al. [39]. The authors introduce the Local Rendezvous Servers (LRVS), which are located
in every administrative domain and have to translate the mobile node’s local IP address
to a globally-routable IP address. The mobile node notifies the change of local IP address
to the LRVS during an intra-domain handover. Since the global IP address remains the
same, no other notifications are required to be sent to correspondent nodes. Conversely,
during inter-domain handovers the mobile node first registers with the LRVS in the new
domain; in this way the old LRVS can temporarily redirect the packets to the new location.
In the meantime, the new LRVS sends notifications to the correspondent nodes updating
the location of the mobile node.
There are also proposals that combine protocols from different layers, whether to im-
prove the performance of intra-domain handovers or to enable efficient inter-domain han-
dovers. The protocols presented in [102, 103] show different combinations of HIP with a
network layer mobility management protocol. The scheme in [102] enables a micro-mobility
solution with less signalling overhead through the combination of HIP and PMIP. However,
it is specifically designed for an emergency system, and it does not provide IP mobility for
moving networks. On the other hand, HarMoNy [103] provides a global mobility solution
that extends HIP for the support of mobile networks by means of NEMO BS.
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5.3 System model
We employ the system model illustrated in Fig. 5.1 for nodes moving in a urban VCN.
The infrastructure provides the Internet connectivity, and consists of several overlapping
heterogeneous access networks. Such networks comprise different areas of coverage, and
belong to different administrative domains. In our study, we consider two overlapping
access networks: a wide-area wireless network, such as 3G or WiMAX, that covers the
entire city, and a WLAN network, such as 802.11b/g/n/p, that provides connection in
limited areas.
The infrastructure follows the loose coupling architecture [104], where the WLAN is-
lands do not have a direct connection to the wide-area wireless network. Thus, communi-
cations between the overlapping networks happen indirectly through a third party, in this
case the Internet. The WLANs are considered low-cost access networks. On the contrary,
a wide area wireless network, although it has a better coverage, it also has a higher cost
per Kilobyte transmitted/received. Hence, mobile users may choose to connect through
the low-cost access networks whenever possible.
Road-side Access Routers (ARs) are available for mobile devices and vehicles to access
the Internet. The different network operators support PMIP within the administrative
domains. We consider one single LMA per domain, and fixed tunnels from the LMA to
each MAG, so that they remain active even when there are no active connections in a given
MAG. Nodes obtain access across different administrative domains after an authentication
method grants them with such an access. This authentication is performed while the node
is establishing the layer 2 connection in a new domain.
The mobile networks are represented by different transportation systems that carry
several passengers at a time, such as buses, trains, and private vehicles. Each vehicle is
equipped with an on-board unit that has one or more wireless interfaces for connecting
to external networks, and WLAN interface to serve as the MR for the in-vehicle network.
















Figure 5.1: Global mobility scheme system model
phones, and tablets, which belong to passengers, drivers, or people commuting between
terminal stations. These mobile nodes may connect directly to ARs in the infrastructure,
or to vehicles’ MRs. The mobile end devices may also have one or more wireless interfaces,
although we consider only one active interface at all times.
Nodes in the VCN communicate with correspondent nodes (CN) arbitrarily located in
the Internet. These CNs are HIP-enabled or located behind a proxy HIP. Domain name
servers (DNS) are available for translating Full Qualified Domain Names (FQDN) to host
identities, and from host identities to IP addresses [105]. Rendezvous servers (RVS) are
available for redirecting initial solicitations of HIP associations when the mobile node’s
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location is unknown by the correspondent node. The two servers may be co-located,
although this is not strictly necessary.
5.4 Hybrid HIP/PMIP interworking scheme
In this section, we describe the operation of our proposed hybrid HIP/PMIP interwork-
ing scheme. We start by describing the initialization phase required by nodes entering
the administrative domains for the first time. Next, we describe how end-to-end packets
delivery is performed, followed by the description of the signalling required for both intra
and inter-domain handovers. In each phase, we include an explanation of the signalling
required for legacy mobile nodes (i.e., nodes with no IP mobility support) and HIP-enabled
nodes.
5.4.1 Initialization
An illustration of the initialization phase of the hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme is depicted in
Fig. 5.2. When an MR enters to a PMIP domain for the first time, it initially follows the
regular steps defined in the standard PMIP for new associations [40]. During the layer 2
connection to the serving MAG, the MR completes the authentication procedures in the
new network. Next, the MAG notifies the detection of a new connection to the LMA by
means of a PBU message. The PBU includes the MR’s unique identifier, which is used by
the LMA to detect that it corresponds to a new node in the network.
Once the LMA checks that this is the first time the MR registers in the domain, it
proceeds to assign it a home network prefix, and to send a PBA back to the MAG. The
MAG then advertises the network prefix to the MR in a Router Advertisement (RA)
message, and the MR configures an address based on the received home network prefix.
In parallel, the MR continuously sends RA messages to nodes in the in-vehicle network.
The RAs announce a unique local IPv6 unicast prefix, which allows the nodes to configure
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Figure 5.2: Hybrid HIP/PMIP Initialization phase
globally unique addresses that are intended for local communications [106]. All nodes in
the in-vehicle network configure addresses from the local unicast prefix.
After the initialization is completed, the MR identifies if there are HIP-enabled nodes
in the in-vehicle network. In order to do this identification, the MR sends I1 messages
in opportunistic mode (i.e., an I1 with a NULL destination HIT). Only the HIP-enabled
nodes will respond to that message, whether with an R1 or a NOTIFY packet 1. Nodes
that are not HIP-enabled will reply with an ICMP destination protocol unreachable packet.
Subsequently, the MR completes the initialization in a different way, depending on whether
or not mobile node support HIP. The procedures are described as follows.
1A NOTIFY reply is sent when the node does not allow for opportunistic mode.
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Initialization for legacy nodes
The MR acts as a proxy HIP for the identified legacy nodes. The proxy HIP generates a
Host Identity Tag (HIT) for each legacy node, and places this information in a local cache.
The cache relates the HIT to the unique local IPv6 address of the legacy node. At this
point, the legacy nodes may initialize access to the Internet. As an optional step, the MR
may send an UPDATE message to the RVS ([LegNode HIT→MR IP]), and to the DNS
([LegNode FQDN→LegNode HIT→RVS IP]), on behalf of each legacy node. In this way,
incoming communications from correspondent nodes to legacy nodes are also enabled.
Initialization for HIP-enabled nodes
The MR acts as a mobile MAG (mMAG) for mobile nodes that have been identified as
HIP-enabled [13]. A PBU is sent from the MR to the LMA indicating the unique identifier
of the HIP-enabled node, and the LMA sends back a PBA with the IP prefix assigned to
the mobile node. The information about the HIP-enabled node is stored in the LMA’s
binding cache. The stored entry includes the node’s identifier, the assigned IP prefix, the
serving MAG (i.e., the mMAG), and a flag to indicate the serving MAG is mobile. This
flag is necessary to perform recursive lookups when there is incoming traffic directed to
the HIP-enabled node, as we later explain in Section 5.4.2.
After completing the PMIP signalling, the MR announces the network prefix in a
unicast RA message to the HIP-enabled node [107]. Upon receiving the RA, the node
configures an IP address from the new prefix and selects it as the source address for external
communications [108]. However, the node also keeps the address initially configured from
the local unicast prefix. At this point, HIP-enabled nodes may initialize access to the
Internet. An additional UPDATE message, [HIP-node HIT→HIP-node IP], can be sent
from the HIP-enabled node to the RVS, in order to enable incoming communications. No
updates need to be sent to the DNS.
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Figure 5.3: End-to-end communications between legacy nodes and correspondent nodes
5.4.2 End-to-end communications
Data packets to/from the Internet are forwarded in a different way depending on the type
of node that is transmitting/receiving the packets in urban VCNs. The two procedures are
explained below.
Communications from/to legacy nodes
The end-to-end communication between a legacy node and a correspondent node is illus-
trated in Fig. 5.3. When the legacy node communicates with a correspondent node in an
external network, it first sends a DNS query to translate the correspondent node’s FQDN
to an IP address. The proxy HIP in the MR then intercepts this query, and replaces the
packet’s source address with its own IP [109]. Once the MR receives a reply from the DNS,
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it inspects the packet and stores the correspondent node’s information (i.e., the HIT and
IP address). The reply packet is then forwarded to the legacy node.
Upon receiving the first legacy node’s data packet to be forwarded outside the in-vehicle
network, the MR starts an HIP base exchange with the correspondent node. This is a
four-way handshake in which the MR and correspondent node establish the required HIP
security associations. Consequently, the MR removes the IP header of each packet received
from a legacy node, and generates a new header using the Encapsulating Security Payload
(ESP) transport format. This new header includes the MR’s IP as the packet’s source
address. When packets arrive from the infrastructure, the MR looks for the correspondent
security association, and once it locates the HIT-IP association in its local cache, it removes
the packet’s ESP encapsulation and forwards it to the legacy node.
Communications from/to HIP-enabled nodes
The end-to-end communication between an HIP-enabled mobile node and a correspondent
node is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Since HIP-enabled nodes manage their communications
autonomously, they do not require any action from the MR other than the forwarding of
packets. Before transmitting the first data packet, the HIP-node performs the HIP base
exchange with the correspondent node. It then encapsulates the packets using the ESP
format and forwards them through the outgoing security association. As for the MR,
when it receives an ESP-protected packet, it simply forwards it in the proper direction
after identifying the packet’s destination address.
5.4.3 Intra-domain handovers
Intra-domain handovers involve the change of connection to another AR/MR located in
the same administrative domain (i.e., inside the PMIP domain). The procedures for intra-
domain handovers for both types of mobile nodes are depicted in Fig. 5.5 and described
below.
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Figure 5.4: End-to-end communications between HIP-enabled nodes and correspondent nodes
Intra-domain handovers for legacy nodes
The process of intra-domain handovers for legacy nodes is illustrated in Fig. 5.5a. An
intra-domain handover should be the result of a movement of the MR (the one serving
the legacy node) to a new AR in the same domain. When this movement occurs, the
PMIP functionalities are activated, so that the new MAG detects the new connection and
proceeds with the notification to the LMA (Fig. 5.5a-1).
Once the LMA receives the PBU sent by the MAG, it recognizes the MR has been
already registered in the domain, and it maintains the same home network prefix assign-
ment. When the new MAG receives the PBA, it announces the same network prefix to
the MR (Fig. 5.5a-2). Thus, the MR does not perceive any changes at the network layer.
As for the legacy node, the local unicast prefix announced by the MR does not changes
(Fig. 5.5a-3), so the intra-domain handover is transparent to the node.
Given that the MR’s IP remains the same, the MR does not need to update any of the

















































LMA:  Local mobility anchor
MAG: Mobile Access Gateway
MR:   Mobile Router
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(b) HIP-enabled node intra-domain handover to a new
MR
Figure 5.5: Intra-domain handover in Hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme
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Intra-domain handovers for HIP-enabled nodes
There are several cases in which an HIP-enabled node may experience an intra-domain
handover. The least complex cases are: a) when the vehicle where the HIP-node is located
moves the connection to a new AR; and b) when the HIP-node itself moves its connection
to a new AR (e.g., a passenger leaving a train and joining the network at the train station).
In these cases, the signalling is the same as for the intra-domain handover of a legacy node
(Fig. 5.5a).
A more complex situation appears when the HIP-enabled node switches the connection
to another MR (e.g., a passenger switching between two bus routes). This process is
illustrated in Fig. 5.5b. When the HIP-node joins the network of the new MR, the MR
first performs the identification process described in Section 5.4.1. Once the R1 or NOTIFY
packets are received as a response from the node (Fig. 5.5b-1), the new MR exchanges the
PMIP signalling with the LMA (Fig. 5.5b-2). Since the node has been already registered
in the domain, the LMA assigns the same network prefix to it, and the MR proceeds to
advertise such a prefix to the node (Fig. 5.5b-3). Once again, none of the active HIP
sessions has to be updated, since the HIP-enabled node does not perceive any changes at
the network layer.
5.4.4 Inter-domain handovers
Inter-domain handovers involve the change of connection, whether from the node or the
MR, to a point of attachment that belongs to a different PMIP domain. The procedures
for inter-domain handovers are depicted in Fig. 5.6 and described below.
Inter-domain handovers for legacy nodes
The process of inter-domain handovers for legacy nodes is illustrated in Fig. 5.6a. An
inter-domain handover is the result of the MR (the one serving the legacy node) roaming
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to a new PMIP domain. When this occurs, the new MAG and LMA exchange the standard
PMIP signalling (Fig. 5.6a-1).
The LMA registers the MR upon reception of the PBU, and proceeds to assign a
home network prefix to it (Fig. 5.6a-1). Next, the MAG announces the prefix to the MR
(Fig. 5.6a-2). At this point, the MR detects the change of IP network, and starts updating
the active HIP communications. Thus, the MR sends UPDATE message to correspondent
nodes for which active security associations exist. The UPDATE indicates the newly
acquired IP address as the new locator (Fig. 5.6a-3). In the meantime, the legacy node
keeps the same local IP address; hence, it does not detect any changes at the network layer
(Fig. 5.6a-4). The MR may also send an UPDATE message to the RVS, on behalf of each
legacy node, in order to enable incoming communications at the new location (Fig. 5.6a-6).
We employ the Credit-Based Authorization mechanism [110], which allows the corre-
spondent node to securely use the new locator as soon as it receives the UPDATE message.
Although the peer’s reachability at the address embedded in the locator has not yet been
verified, with such an authorization both sides can immediately start using the new ad-
dress for active communications. Nonetheless, the verification of the new address is later
completed with two more UPDATE packets exchanged between the MR and correspondent
node, but this verification does not affect the continuity of current communications.
Inter-domain handovers for HIP-enabled nodes
The scenarios considered in Section 5.4.3 are also applicable for inter-domain handovers
of HIP-enabled nodes. However, the difference here is that the new point of attachment
belongs to a different administrative domain.
If a node transfers its connection from an AR in one domain, to an AR in another
domain, the signalling is exactly the same as the one described for inter-domain handovers
of a legacy node; except that the update of active sessions is done by the node itself. On the






































































LMA:  Local mobility anchor
MAG: Mobile Access Gateway
MR:   Mobile Router
MN: Mobile Node
CN:   Correspondent node
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(b) HIP-enabled node inter-domain handover to a MR
Figure 5.6: Inter-domain handover in Hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme
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advertises the new IP prefix to the HIP-enabled node, and the HIP-enabled node updates its
IP address accordingly (Fig. 5.6b-3). Subsequently, the node sends UDPATE messages for
each active security associations established with correspondent nodes (Fig. 5.6b-4). The
node may also send an UPDATE message to the RVS, in order to enable new incoming
communications (Fig. 5.6b-6).
5.5 Performance Analysis
We evaluate the proposed scheme from the point of view of the in-vehicle mobile network,
and from the legacy nodes and HIP-enabled nodes perspective. In the mobile network case,
we extend the crossing probability calculation introduced in Section 4.5.1, and quantify the
generated signalling load according to the the definition in Section 4.5 for location update
cost and packet delivery overhead cost. The mobile nodes performance is evaluated based
on two different criteria: handover delay and expected number of dropped packets. The
latter refers to the expected number of packets the MN is unable to transmit due to the
handover process.
5.5.1 Mobile network analysis
The in-vehicle network mobility is described according to a fluid flow model. Using the
model, we then calculate the crossing rate at which a vehicle transitions across different
ARs (i.e., intra-domain handovers), and across different PMIP domains (i.e., inter-domain
handovers). The bases for our mobile network analysis are described as follows:
• A PMIP domain is composed by N subnets. Each subnet is served by one AR.
For simplicity, each area covered by an AR is assumed to be square-shaped with
perimeter PS and area AS.
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• The mobility pattern of each mobile network is described with an average velocity v
and a uniformly distributed direction in the range [0, 2π].
• The intra-domain crossing rate for a mobile network is given by µintra = vPs/(πAs).
The inter-domain crossing rate for a mobile network is given by µinter = µintra/
√
N .
• The subnet residence times and domain residence times are given by general distribu-
tions, fintra(s) and finter(s), with mean 1/µintra and 1/µinter, respectively. Likewise,
the CDF and Laplace transform for the residence time distributions are given by





• Only incoming data sessions are considered. A data session is assumed to have an
average length L (packets). Each node in the mobile network has independent and
identically distributed session arrival rates.
• Inter-session arrival times for the mobile network are assumed to be exponentially
distributed with rate λI .
• Nintra and Ninter determine the number of subnet crossings and domain crossings, re-
spectively, during an inter-session arrival time. The probabilities of i subnet crossings
P (Nintra = i), and j domain crossings P (Ninter = j) are given by [44]:




[1− f ∗intra(λI)] if i = 0,
1
ρintra
[1− f ∗intra(λI)]2[f ∗intra(λI)]i−1 if i > 0.
(5.1)




[1− f ∗inter(λI)] if j = 0,
1
ρinter
[1− f ∗inter(λI)]2[f ∗inter(λI)]j−1 if j > 0,
(5.2)
where ρintra = λI/µintra and ρinter = λI/µinter.
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• The following notations are used to indicate packet/header sizes: a is the size of
BU/BA (PBU/PBA) message in NEMO BS (PMIP), b is the size of an IP tunnel
header, c is the size of an ESP header, and d is the size of an UPDATE message in
HIP.
• The distances between network elements (i.e., number of intermediate hops) are
represented in Fig. 5.7a by d1, d2, d3, d4, and d5. Although the wireless links only
have a one-hop distance, a weight factor ω is included to indicate their high cost
compared to the links in the infrastructure.
• Given m legacy nodes and n mobility-enabled nodes in the mobile network, the total
signalling cost is calculated as follows:
CT (m,n) = CBU(m,n) + CPD(m,n), (5.3)
where CBU(m,n) is the average location updates signalling cost during an inter-
session arrival time, and CPD(m,n) is the total packet delivery overhead cost incurred






CBU(m,n|i, j) · α(i) · β(j). (5.4)
The mobile network performance of our proposed Hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme is com-
pared with the standard NEMO BS. There are two types of nodes in NEMO BS: Local
Fixed Nodes (LFN) and Visitor Mobile Nodes (VMN). LFN rely on the MR for the support
of mobility, whereas VMN use their own home agent to register the changes of location.
Location updates in NEMO BS
According to the signalling defined in the standard NEMO BS [44], the location udpate





































(b) Mobile node performance analysis




CNEMOBU (m,n|i) · α(i), (5.5)
CNEMOBU (m,n|i) = i ·BMR-HA, (5.6)
where BMR-HA = a · (w + d1 + d3). Note that NEMO BS does not have the concept
of domains. Moreover, when the MR performs a handover, only its own care-of-address
changes, and therefore none of the local nodes have to update their locations. Consequently,
there is additional signalling cost from LFNs or VMNs.
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Location updates in the Hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme
When the mobile network performs an intra-domain handover, there is an exchange of
PBU/PBA messages to maintain the network prefix assigned to the MR. On the other
hand, when an inter-domain handover occurs, the MR has to additionally notify the change
of address to the correspondent nodes, on behalf of legacy nodes. Similarly, HIP-enabled
nodes also update the correspondent nodes about the new location. Consequently, the
location update cost for HIP/PMIP, given that i subnets and j domains are crossed, is
calculated as follows:
CHYBRIDBU (m,n|i, j) = i ·BMAG-LMA + j · (BMAG-LMA +m · (BMR-CN +BMR-RVS))
+ n · j · (BMR-LMA +BMN-CN +BMN-RVS), (5.7)
where BMAG-LMA = a · d1, BMR-CN = d · (w + d1 + d2), BMR-RVS = d · (w + d1 + d3),
BMR-LMA = a · (w+ d1), BMN-CN = d · (2 ·w+ d1 + d2), and BMN-RVS = d · (2 ·w+ d1 + d3).
Note that we have included the optional updates to the RVS, in order to enable incoming
communications to the mobile network after a handover.
Packet delivery overhead in NEMO BS
According to [44], the packet delivery cost of NEMO BS is calculated as follows:









where CLFN-PD = b · (d3 + d1 +w) and CVMN-PD = b · d5 + 2b · (d3 + d1 +w) + b ·w. Packets
destined to a VMN require an extra tunnel between the MR’s home agent and the MR.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
m 3 Ls 2800m
n 2 As 490Km2
1/λI 400s–900s Nintra 20
γ 150Kbps Packet size 512Bytes
d1 3hops Ninter 4
d2 8hops a 124bytes
d3 4hops b 40bytes
d4 8hops c 20bytes
d5 4hops d 80bytes
w 2 v 30Km/h–65Km/h
Table 5.1: Parameters for Hybrid HIP/PMIP mobile network analysis
Packet delivery overhead in the Hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme
The packet delivery overhead of HIP/PMIP is derived as follows:









where CLegNode-PD = c · d2 + (c + b) · d1 + c · w. Packets destined to legacy nodes travel
directly from the correspondent node to the PMIP domain, with an extra tunnel added
between the LMA and the serving MAG. When the MR receives a packet, it removes the
ESP encapsulation and forwards a normal IP packet to the legacy node. On the other
hand, the packet delivery overhead for an HIP-enabled node is CHipNode-PD = c · d2 + (c+
2b) · d1 + (c+ b) ·w+ c ·w. In this case, an extra IP tunnel is employed to forward packets
to the mobile MAG. Also, the ESP encapsulation is removed only when the packet arrives
to the HIP-enabled node.
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Mobile network numerical results
The values used to quantify the equations for the mobile network analysis are speci-
fied in Table 5.1. fintra(s) and finter(s) follow a Gamma distribution with mean 1/µintra
and 1/µinter, respectively. The γ parameter of the Gamma distribution is given by γ =
1/(Vintraµ
2
intra) and γ = 1/(Vinterµ
2
inter). Althoguh variances of the intra and inter-domain
residence distributions are assumed to be Vintra = 1/µ
2
intra and Vinter = 1/µ
2
inter, respectively,
the impact of other calculated variances can be found in [44].























Furthermore, CNEMOT (m,n) is obtained by replacing (5.5) and (5.8) in (5.3). In a similar
way, CHYBRIDT (m,n) is obtained by replacing (5.7) and (5.9) in (5.3).





Fig. 5.8a and Fig. 5.8b show the impact of different average speeds and different
session lengths, respectively. In both scenarios, a vehicle with 5 in-vehicle network nodes
(m = 3, n = 2) is employed. The average speeds are set according to measurements in
urban scenarios [111]. Due to limitations in the fluid flow model, it is not possible to
describe ”stop-and-go” patterns due to traffic lights, which are normally seen in urban
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(a) G for different urban average speeds























(b) G for different inter-session arrival times
Figure 5.8: Cost gain analysis of NEMO BS vs. Hybrid PMIP/HIP scheme
roads. However, given the average speeds, the analysis helps understand the advantages
of using our hybrid scheme instead over employing the standard NEMO BS.
As observed in both figures, although the gain decreases for increasing speeds or inter-
session arrival times, the reduced amount is small, which makes the scheme to outperform
NEMO BS almost with a constant gain. The decreasing gain observed in Fig. 5.8a is
caused by the increased vehicular mobility, which triggers more inter-domain handovers.
Our hybrid scheme, in comparison to NEMO BS, has a costly location update process
because it involves updates to each correspondent node. A similar effect is observed in
Fig. 5.8b by considering longer session lengths. However, the high location update cost
of our hybrid scheme is compensated by the low overhead packet delivery cost. In our
scheme, packets go directly between correspondent node and LMA, as opposed to the
packet delivery in NEMO BS. Therefore, on average, packets traverse less hops in the
hybrid scheme than in NEMO BS.
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5.5.2 Mobile nodes analysis
The handover delay and the expected number of dropped packets are derived separately
for legacy and HIP-enabled nodes. The notations used for the analysis are illustrated in
Fig. 5.7b and explained as follows:
• THDI= Total handover delay for intra-domain handover.
• THDE= Total handover delay for inter-domain handover.
• PHDI= Expected number of dropped packets during an intra-domain handover.
• PHDE= Expected number of dropped packets during an inter-domain handover.
• TL2HD= Layer 2 handover delay. The time between the node’s disconnection from
the AR, and the layer 2 connection to a new point of attachment. It includes the
time for authenticating the node in the new network.
• tMR,AR= Time required to transmit a packet from the MR to the road-side AR.
• tMN,MR= Time required to transmit a packet from the MN to the MR.
• tAR,LAP= Time required to transmit a packet from the road-side AR to the Local
Anchor Point (for instance an LMA or LRVS) located in the same domain.
• tAR,CN= Time required to transmit a packet from the road-side AR to a node in the
Internet.
• tAR,AP= Time required to transmit a packet from the road-side AR to an Anchor
Point (for instance a HA).
• a= Processing time due to the updating of a local binding cache.
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In this analysis, we compare our scheme with four additional protocols that also provide
global mobility support: MIPv6 [24], NEMO BS [25], HIP [99], and Novaczki’s micro-
mobility solution for HIP [39]. The bases for our mobile node analysis are described as
follows:
• All wireless links are symmetric.
• For simplicity, we consider the mobile node is communicating only with one corre-
spondent node at the moment of handover.
• The layer 2 handover delay is the same for all the compared protocols.
• The movement detection at the network side is given by the reception of a RS message.
Nodes detect a change of network when they receive RA messages as a response to
the solicitation.
• The time required to generate an IP address is negligible. This generation should
happen right after the node receives an RA message.
• We do not consider the time for Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) in any of the
compared schemes.
• In the HIP-related protocols, including our hybrid scheme, we do not perform rekey-
ing of the security associations after a change of IP address.
• It is assumed the mobility-enabled nodes are able to obtain IP addresses directly
from the infrastructure. This means that, if the node is connected through an MR,
the MR forwards the RS/RA messages between the MN and the AR to allow for
IP address configuration. This assumption holds for MIPv6, HIP, and Novackzi’s
scheme. The assumption does not hold for our proposed scheme, since the mobile
MAG already allows for this configuration. In addition, we only consider the case in
which a mobility-enabled node handovers to an MR, since in our scheme this is the
worst case signalling load scenario.
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In general, the handover delay THD comprises the layer 2 handover delay, the movement
detection delay, the IP addressing configuration, and location update delay. The derivation
of this metric is explained below.
Handover delay in MIPv6/NEMO BS
MIPv6 and NEMO BS work in a similar manner. The former supports single nodes,
whereas the latter supports mobile networks. Consequently, NEMO BS is employed for
legacy nodes moving in the in-vehicle network, whereas MIPv6 is employed by mobility-
enabled nodes. NEMO BS requires an update to be sent to the home agent every time the
MR experiences a handover. We consider the HA to be arbitrarily located in the Internet,
hence TNEMOHD is expressed as follows:
TNEMOHD = TL2HD + 2tMR,AR + 2(tMR,AR + tAR,HA) + aHA. (5.13)
Similarly, MIPv6 requires the node to update the home agent whenever it acquires a
new care-of-address. Moreover, MIPv6 defines an optimized version in which the node
is able to notify the change directly to the correspondent node. Therefore, we calculate
TMIPv6HD as follows:
TMIPv6HD = TL2HD + 2(tMN,MR + tMR,AR) + 2(tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aCN. (5.14)
Since NEMO BS and MIPv6 are not limited to domains, there is no separated calcula-
tion for intra and inter-domain handovers.
Handover delay in standard HIP
When an HIP node travels in the in-vehicle network, it expects the MR to announce the
change of IP addresses every time the vehicle roams to a different IP network. Thus, after
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the node reconfigures its address, it has to send an UPDATE to the correspondent node.
As a result, THIP-a is calculated as follows:
THIP-aHD = TL2HD + 2tMR,AR + tMN,MR + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aCN. (5.15)
On the other hand, when the HIP node transfers a connection to an MR, it updates the
correspondent node right after acquiring the new IP address. Thus, THIP-bHDI is calculated as
follows:
THIP-bHD = TL2HD + 2(tMN,MR + tMR,AR) + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aCN (5.16)
Since the standard HIP is not limited to domains, there is no separated calculation for
intra and inter-domain handovers.
Handover delay in Novaczki’s scheme
In this scheme, when the node performs an intra-domain handover, it updates the new
location only with the LRVS [39]. The improvement to the normal HIP is given by the
fact that no updates have to be sent to correspondent nodes. As a result, the calculations
for handover delay differ from (5.15) and (5.16) only in the destination for the UPDATE
message, as indicated below:
TNOV-aHD−intra = TL2HD + 2tMR,AR + tMN,MR + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,LRVS) + aLRVS, (5.17)
TNOV-bHD−intra = TL2HD + 2(tMN,MR + tMR,AR) + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,LRVS) + aLRVS. (5.18)
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Novaczki’s scheme is more complex for inter-domain handovers. Given that the LRVS
operates as the anchor point and address translator for mobile nodes, every time a node
moves to a different domain, it has to register with a new LRVS. A registration with
the LRVS is an HIP base exchange (i.e., a four-way handshake). Additionally, once the
MN finishes the registration at the new domain, it updates the previous LRVS with the
information of its new location. In this way, the old LRVS can redirect the incoming
packets to the new domain. The old LRVS is used as a temporary relay only while the
new LRVS completes the updates to the correspondent nodes.
When the mobile node sends the UPDATE message to the old LRVS, we consider the
old LRVS to be arbitrarily located in the Internet. As a result, the inter-domain handover
for Novaczki’s scheme is calculated as follows:
TNOV-aHD−inter = TL2HD + 2tMR,AR + tMN,MR + 4(tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,nLRVS)
+ anLRVS + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aoLRVS, (5.19)
TNOV-bHD−inter = TL2HD + 2(tMN,MR + tMR,AR) + 4(tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,nLRVS)
+ anLRVS + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aoLRVS. (5.20)
Handover delay in the Hybrid HIP/PMIP interworking scheme
Intra-domain handovers of legacy nodes are managed by the MR. When the in-vehicle
mobile network handovers, a regular PMIP location update is performed as soon as the
new MAG receives the router solicitation. As a result, THYBRID-aHD−intra follows the signalling
presented in Fig. 5.5a, and is expressed by:
THYBRID-LegNodeHD−intra = TL2HD + tMR,AR + 2tAR,LMA + aLMA (5.21)
On the other hand, the intra-domain handover of an HIP-enabled node involves ad-
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ditional identification signalling, given that the connection is transferred to an MR. The
intra-domain handover in such a case follows the signalling presented in Fig. 5.5b, and the
delay is calculated as follows:
THYBRID-HipNodeHD−intra = TL2HD + 2tMN,MR + 2(tMR,AR + tAR,LMA) + aLMA + tMN,MR. (5.22)
Likewise, two different calculations are provided for inter-domain handover delay. When
a legacy node moves to a different administrative domain, that means the serving MR has
moved. The only difference with the intra-domain handover case is that the MR has to
notify the correspondent node about the change of location. The handover follows the
signalling presented in Fig. 5.6a, and its delay is expressed by:
THYBRID-LegNodeHD−inter = TL2HD + tMR,AR + 2tAR,LMA + aLMA + (tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aCN. (5.23)
When an HIP-enabled node transfer its connection to an MR in a different domain,
the calculations are similar to ones for intra-domain handover, except that the UPDATE
notification is delivered to the correspondent node. In such a case, the handover signalling
is depicted in Fig. 5.6b, and the delay is calculated as follows:
THYBRID-HipNodeHD−inter = TL2HD + 2tMN,MR + 2(tMR,AR + tAR,LMA) + aLMA
+ tMN,MR + (tMN,MR + tMR,AR + tAR,CN) + aCN. (5.24)
Expected number of dropped packet
To quantify this metric, we count all the packets that are generated after the initial link
breaks down, and until the network-layer handover is completed. Although real-time
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applications are more sensitive to packets losses, non real-time applications can still be
throughput-sensitive, and hence, they can also be affected by packets discarded during the
handover.
This calculation of this metric employs the average downloading data rate γ. The
packets losses are then calculated as follows:
PLHD−intra = THD−intra × γ (5.25)
PLHD−inter = THD−inter × γ (5.26)
Mobile node numerical results
The parameters used for mobile node analysis are presented in Table 5.2.
Parameter Value Condition
TL2HD 50ms Same for all schemes
tMR,AR 10ms 802.11 access network
tMN,MR 5ms 54Mbps WLAN access network
tAR,LAP 2ms 100Mbps local area network link
tAR,CN 40ms Average times to reach a node in the Internet
a 0.5ms Same for anchor points of all schemes
γ 50packets/sec UDP traffic for VoIP using G.729 codec
Table 5.2: Parameters for mobile node performance analysis
Fig 5.9 shows the impact of wireless access delays during intra-domain handovers. Dif-
ferent access delays are due to the dissimilar radio access technologies that a node may
employ for accessing the Internet in the VCN. Although the handover delay is sensitive
to a high-delay access network, the hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme is observed to outperform
the other schemes. This is due to the fact the same network prefix is assigned when the
node or the MR are moving inside the PMIP domain. The high delay experienced by the
other reported schemes is the result of changing the network prefix (or care-of-address)
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(a) Legacy node intra-domain handover
























(b) Mobility-enabled node intra-domain handover
Figure 5.9: Impact of wireless access delay on intra-domain handovers


























(a) Legacy node inter-domain handover


























(b) Mobility-enabled node inter-domain handover
Figure 5.10: Impact of wireless access delay on inter-domain handovers
in every handover. The slight increment observed for HIP-enabled nodes in the hybrid
scheme (Fig. 5.9b) is due to the node identification process.
Similarly, Fig. 5.10 illustrates the impact of wireless access delays during inter-domain
handovers. It is observed that only Novaczki’s and our hybrid scheme present a different
behaviour compared with the intra-domain handover. The temporary use of old LRVS for
redirection of packets in Novaczki’s scheme, increases the handover delay to the point that
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(a) Legacy node intra-domain handover




























(b) Mobility-enabled node intra-domain handover
Figure 5.11: Impact of end-to-end delay on intra-domain handovers


























(a) Legacy node inter-domain handover


























(b) Mobility-enabled node inter-domain handover
Figure 5.12: Impact of end-to-end delay on inter-domain handovers
makes it impractical during inter-domain handovers. In the case of our hybrid scheme,
it presents a performance comparable to that of HIP. The increased delay observed by
HIP-enabled nodes (Fig. 5.10b) is due to the MR’s exchange of PMIP signalling before
being able to advertise the new prefix to the node.
Fig 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show the impact of different end-to-end delays between the mobile
node and the correspondent node (or the home agent in the case of NEMO BS). When
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the correspondent node or home agent are located far away from the VCN, the delay
for end-to-end communications increases. In addition, the handover is affected because
the location update takes longer. Such a behavior severly affects NEMO BS and MIPv6
schemes. On the other hand, during inter-domain handovers, we observe an increased
delay of our hybrid scheme compared with HIP (Fig. 5.12b). Despite this increase, the
hybrid scheme has the additional advantage of supporting legacy mobile nodes, whereas
the standard HIP requires all the nodes to be HIP-enabled.
Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 illustrate the expected number of dropped packets during intra-
domain and inter-domain handovers, respectively. We have selected four different radio
access technologies the user (whether vehicle or pedestrian/commuter) may join at the
moment of handover, which allows us to evaluate intra and inter-technology handovers.
Each technology is represented by a different wireless access delay: 10ms for 802.11p, 16ms
for WiMAX, 100ms for 3G and 180ms for EDGE.
The figures show that our proposed scheme achieves the best results compared to the
other reported protocols, except for the scenario in Fig. 5.14b, where the hybrid scheme
packet losses are comparable to HIP. The increased packet losses are the consequence of the
MR’s identification of HIP-enabled nodes. Nevertheless, we observe in Fig. 5.13a that the
hybrid scheme may achieve as little as 3 dropped packets. These packet losses correspond
to a gap of nearly 60ms according to the real-time application employed for this evaluation.
Therefore, our hybrid scheme should be suitable even for highly demanding application,
such as VoIP.
Our analysis highlights the following advantages: 1) the hybrid scheme achieves a re-
duced handover delay, which is the result of using PMIP for the localized mobility; 2)
by clustering the signalling overhead from mobile nodes, even for those that are mobility-
enabled, the hybrid scheme reduces the load over the MR→AR link; and 3) our interwork-
ing scheme allows for seamless communications of legacy and mobility-enabled nodes in
the VCN.
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(a) Legacy node intra-domain handover






























(b) Mobility-enabled node intra-domain handover
Figure 5.13: Expected number of dropped packets for intra-domain handovers




























(a) Legacy node inter-domain handover




























(b) Mobility-enabled node inter-domain handover
Figure 5.14: Expected number of dropped packets for inter-domain handovers
5.6 Simulation results
In order to evaluate the performance of the Hybrid HIP/PMIP scheme, we have performed





Mean speed 1 m/s
Speed standard deviation 0.1 m/s
Max. pause time 10s
Pause probability 0.15




Mean speed 13 m/s
Speed standard deviation 1 m/s
Max. pause time 20s
Pause probability 0.15





























Table 5.3: Hybrid HIP/PMIP Scheme Simulation Parameters
The commuter has an HIP-enabled mobile device, which is employed for Internet access
during the journey. Initially, the commuter walks toward the nearest bus station, and from
there, he/she takes a bus ride toward the destination bus stop. In the last segment, the
commuter walks from the bus stop to the workplace. The total commuting time has been
set to 26 minutes, according to the average travel times that Canadian commuters take for
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going to work on a typical day in 2010 [112].
To recreate the city scenario, the commuter and the bus move according to the Manhat-
tan Grid mobility model, on a grid of 4000 Km2 and with 100m×100m-blocks that emulate
the city blocks. The mobility traces are generated with the BonnMotion tool [113], and the
parameters employed for generating pedestrian and vehicular traces are described in Table
5.3. We have employed the ChainScenario, provided by BonnMotion, in order to concate-
nate the different mobility patterns (i.e., walking–bus riding–walking) in a single 26-minute
trip. During both pedestrian and vehicular movements, the node stops at random times
to simulate the red traffic lights it may encounter during the journey.
Then, we calculate the residence times in every 50m×50m-cell along the path employed
by the node during the simulation. The residence times are illustrated in Fig. 5.15. The
figure indicates the two areas where the commuter is walking, and the rest of the movements
happen during the bus ride. Note that, although the randomness in direction’s selection of
the Manhattan Grid model causes a few loops in the path, in general this does not affect
the results obtained for dwell times.
Based on this information, we proceed to simulate the HIP/PMIP scheme in Matlab.
A 3G network is assumed to cover all the simulated area, whereas WiFi hotspots provide
limited coverage. The ratio of coverage of WiFi to 3G in the simulated area is indicated by
∆, which varies from 0 (only 3G coverage available) to 1 (double coverage always available).
When roaming through the cells along the path, the node decides with a probability 1−∆
to switch between networks. If a switching occurs, the type of intra-domain handover is
determined by the transition probabilities pw−w, pw−c, pc−w, and pc−c, where pa−b indicates
a handover from technology a to technology b, w indicates WiFi, and c indicates 3G cellular
network. An inter-domain handover in each case occurs with probability 1 − pa−b. Once
the type of handover has been determined, the simulation calculates the throughput per
cell considering the residence time (i.e., time available for receiving data) and the handover
delay (i.e., time unavailable for receiving data). Note we do not consider unavailability due




Figure 5.15: Residence times of a commuter during a journey to work
Two sets of probabilities have been used during simulations (Table 5.3). The Set #1 rep-
resents a loosely coupled architecture, where inter-domains handovers happen frequently,
except for cellular-to-cellular transitions. The 90% of the time, a cellular-to-cellular tran-
sition result in intra-domain handover, because a single cellular operator typically provides
a large coverage. The Set #2 represents an architecture in which more access networks be-
long to the same provider, resulting in intra-domain handovers happening more frequently
than in Set #1. The delays caused by intra and inter-domain handovers, to WiFi and
3G technologies, have been calculated from the analysis presented in Section 5.5.2. In
addition, the node is actively receiving data from the Internet during the whole duration
of the journey, at a rate γ=50 packets/s. Examples of the throughput obtained for each
simulated set, given ∆=0.5, are illustrated in Fig. 5.16
In order to verify the behavior of our scheme for different ratios of coverage, we have
run both sets 30 times for each ∆ value. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.17 with the 95%




Figure 5.16: Hybrid HIP/PMIP throughput examples in loosely-coupled network architectures
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Figure 5.17: Hybrid HIP/PMIP throughput in a city scenario
This is explained because the inter-domain handover delay is higher compared with the
intra-domain handover. Therefore, the more loosely-coupled the architecture is (Set #1),
the more inter-domain handovers the commuter’s mobile device has to experienced. Nev-
ertheless, for both scenarios the performance of our hybrid scheme achieves throughputs
ranging from 90% to 98% of the total packets sent. The results are promising consider-
ing that we have employed the highest HIP-enabled node’s handover delays calculated in
Section 5.5.2.
These results are a good approximation for demonstrating that our hybrid HIP/PMIP
scheme allows for a seamless transferring of IP sessions, despite of the different patterns
of mobility found in urban vehicular scenarios, and the heterogeneity of the supporting
vehicular network infrastructure.
5.7 Summary
This chapter has presented a novel hybrid HIP/PMIP interworking scheme, which enables a
global mobility management mechanism for users of vehicular networks in urban scenarios.
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The scheme considers Internet access from devices installed in cars, buses or trains, as well
as passenger’s legacy devices with no mobility support. In addition, it considers users that
commute between vehicles and terminal stations, which employ HIP to support mobility
in an autonomous manner. The key advantage of this scheme is that it allows for intra
and inter-domain handovers of nodes, as well as intra and inter-technology handovers, over
loose coupling architectures. That means that nodes employing the hybrid HIP/PMIP
scheme, can maintain seamless communications regardless of roaming agreements between
network operators.
Our performance analysis has shown that the proposed scheme outperforms other pro-
tocols, such as the optimized version of MIPv6, NEMO BS, the standard HIP, and No-
vaczki’s micro-mobility scheme for HIP. Furthermore, we have carried out simulations in
a realistic urban vehicular scenario, in which pedestrian and vehicular mobility traces are
combined to recreate a commuter’s journey to his/her workplace. The simulations have
considered different coupling levels among the network operators, as well as two different
technologies (i.e., WiFi and 3G). The experimental results have confirmed that by em-
ploying HIP/PMIP scheme, a mobility-enabled mobile device is able to maintain seamless
communications for Internet access in city scenarios.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarize the main research results and discuss further work.
6.1 Major Research Results
The objective of this research is to investigate the seamless support of IP services in multi-
hop vehicular communications networks (VCN). However, the multi-hop VCN pose several
research challenges including, but not limited to, a highly heterogeneous communications
infrastructure with variable market penetration, a limited support of IP applications in
some of the current standards for vehicular environments, a lack of robust IP mobility
support mechanisms that operate over relayed communications, an asymmetric wireless
network, and a lack of motivation at intermediate vehicles for relaying external IP traffic.
In what follows, we provide a summary of the main research results, in which we have
addressed those challenges and proposed effective solutions.
In Chapter 3, we have proposed VIP-WAVE as a novel framework for the support of IP
communications in 802.11p/WAVE vehicular networks. In VIP-WAVE, we have defined
mechanisms for IP addressing and IP mobility over one-hop and two-hop communica-
tions with 802.11p/WAVE technologies. Such mechanisms have been designed to provide
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differentiated treatment for extended and non-extended services, and they consider the
intricacies and special characteristics of 802.11p/WAVE networks. Moreover, an accurate
model that involves mobility, channel conditions, MAC layer collisions, and handover de-
lays, has been provided for evaluating the performance of our proposed framework. The
simulations results have confirmed the accuracy of our model and the effectiveness of VIP-
WAVE, not only for providing seamless IP communications in the multi-hop VCN, but
also for improving the performance in a low presence of infrastructure.
In Chapter 4, we have studied the deployment of IP applications over a multi-hop VCN,
powered by off-the-shelf WLAN technologies such as 802.11b/g/n. The main character-
istic we have considered is the presence of asymmetric links due to dissimilar trasmission
powers. Consequently, we have enhanced the performance of Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP)
over multi-hop asymmetric VCN. Such an enhanced version integrates a predictive han-
dover mechanism, and considers the security issues of employing I2V2V communications.
MA-PMIP employs road traffic information and adapts itself to the link’s directionality,
in order to achieve near lossless flows of packets over multi-hop communications. More-
over, it provides an authentication mechanism to guarantee that vehicles relaying traffic
during handover events, are not deceived by possible attackers. We have compared the
performance of MA-PMIP with previous works, and have demonstrated it outperforms the
previous schemes. Furthermore, the simulation results in realistic vehicular scenarios have
demonstrated that MA-PMIP achieves seamless IP communications.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we have enabled an extended IP mobility support over the het-
erogeneous infrastructure that supports the vehicular communications. That means, we
have considered the integration of other wireless technologies, such as 3G/4G cellular net-
works, besides the already addressed WLAN technologies. In order to achieve the global
mobility, we have proposed a hybrid scheme that combines host-based and network-based
mobility. The scheme allows for the transferring of on-going IP sessions across dissimilar
access networks and administrative domains, at vehicular and pedestrians speeds. Thus,
we have expanded the VCN, and in addition to consider vehicular communications, we have
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also consider connections coming from commuters and pedestrians. By means of analytical
evaluations and simulations of realistic urban vehicular scenarios, we have shown that our
hybrid scheme can achieve seamless communications for Internet access in city scenarios.
6.2 Future work
This research has investigated the provision of seamless IP services over multi-hop vehicular
communications networks. Nevertheless, there are still several research directions in which
this research can be extended.
• Adapted Distributed Mobility
Predictive handovers within the vehicular communications network have been stud-
ied in this thesis by considering important online measurements, such as velocity,
geographic location, and road traffic conditions. A higher response from the IP mo-
bility mechanism is achievable if more information from the applications side can be
properly used. In fact, an adaptive mobility management scheme could be devel-
oped in which, by properly specifying the type of application, the mobility protocol
determines if the IP addresses employed for the communications should be or not
transferrable to other access networks. In this way, mobility signalling is reduced
when the granularity of the IP prefix assignment allows for an also granular IP mo-
bility provision. Consequently, as opposed to by default employing one single prefix
for all communications, and generating oftentimes needless signalling for IP mobility,
the mobility scheme will address only prefixes of applications for which mobility is a
requisite.
• Multipath TCP as a supporting mechanism to improve the IP mobility
performance
We have previously considered an urban vehicular communications network where
different network operators provide overlapping service areas. Accordingly, the ve-
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hicle’s mobile router may have several wireless interfaces to connect to those access
networks. In such scenario, the vehicle is entitled to maintain simultaneous connec-
tions over dissimilar access networks. Thus, the mobile router is converted to a multi-
homed mobile router. In the traditional implementation of TCP, it only permits the
use of a single pair of source-destination identifiers for each established TCP session.
As a consequence, most of the efforts to exploit multi-homing have been dedicated
to network layer mechanisms for load balancing and traffic engineering. Moreover,
additional complexity is added when the router is mobile and multi-homed simulta-
neously. Recently, there have been efforts to adapt the existent mobility protocols for
scenarios where the node is also multi-homed [110, 114]. However, in the traditional
Internet, only one path between a source-destination pair of addresses is exposed to
the transport layer, and hence the use of different paths can not be exploited by the
upper layers.
To address this limitation, the IETF is working on Multipath TCP [115], as an exten-
sion to the traditional TCP. This protocol aims at making TCP able to use multiple
paths when they are available between the two peers. By using multiple paths for
a single TCP session, metrics such as the resilience to outages, the throughput, and
the efficient use of bandwidth could be improved. However, benefits in terms of im-
proving the mobility performance remain unexplored. Therefore, we will investigate
the impact of using multiple paths at the transport layer, for nodes in the highly
dynamic vehicular network. The objective is to study how the use of Multipath TCP
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